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Vince Radke, MPH, RS, 
CP-FS, DLAAS, CPH

Why? Is It Safe?

 PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

I knew this column was my last even 
before Kristen Ruby-Cisneros, manag-
ing editor of our Journal of Environmental 

Health, e -mailed to let me know that my last 
column was due. Kristen, thank you for your 
patience and help in getting my columns out.

Questions
Two questions all environmental health profes-
sionals will be asked are, “Why and is it safe?”

As for the why question, you must be able 
to answer this question. Every day in your 
work people will ask it. Why are you taking 
this temperature? Why are you collecting a 
water sample? Why are you measuring this 
distance? Why do I have to clean this spill? 
Why are you doing that? The question of why 
will always be asked. The answer to the why 
question cannot be, “Because I’m the envi-
ronmental health professional,” “My boss 
told me,” or “The law says so.” Although the 
law might require you to take certain actions, 
the answer to the why question must have a 
scientifi c basis. An example would be, “I’m 
collecting a water sample to determine if 
there are pathogens in the water that might 
cause illness.” If you cannot answer the why 
question based on science, you need to fi nd 
the science and get the answer. Always be 
prepared to address the why question, espe-
cially in a public meeting or court room.

Most assuredly, the next question you will 
be asked, “Is it safe?” Is it safe to eat this 
food? Is it safe to drink the water? Is it safe to 
breathe the air? It is a simple question that is 
not always easy to answer. It requires a lot of 
knowledge and understanding on your part 
and possibly others to address this question. 

The answer could be, “Yes, it is safe.” Many 
times, however, your answer will be, “Yes, it 
is safe if you do this” or “Yes, it is safe if you 
don’t do this.” Sometimes the answer is, “It 
is not safe.” You must then explain to people 
how they can keep themselves and their fam-
ilies safe to prevent illness or injury. As an 
environmental health professional, what are 
you doing to ensure their safety?

To add complexity to the safety questions 
are the economic factors that can come into 
play. The economic factors must be second-
ary to the safety factors. 

Finally, your answer to the safety question 
might be that you don’t know. You must then 
make every effort to determine if it is safe or 
not for people, which might require additional 
knowledge and resources from others. In some 
cases, even the additional resources might not 
be enough to determine if it is safe or not. If 
so, it is best to err on the side of caution, safety, 
and people’s health. I leave you with a quote 
from George Bernard Shaw, the great literary 
giant, “The single biggest problem in commu-
nication is the illusion that it has taken place.”

Change
I wish to draw your attention to the cover 
article of this month’s Journal. Understand-
ing the Needs, Challenges, Opportunities, 

Vision, and Emerging Roles in Environmental 
Health (UNCOVER EH) was a collaboration 
between the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC), National Environmental 
Health Association (NEHA), and Baylor Uni-
versity. I wish to thank the three people most 
involved with this great effort and study: Dr. 
Bryan Brooks, Baylor University; Justin Gerd-
ing, CDC; and Elizabeth Landeen, NEHA. 

I do not want to take away from your 
pleasure of reading the article and the com-
plete study; however, I wish to highlight the 
changes, challenges, and opportunities that 
this article brings to our profession. The role 
of the environmental health professional is 
changing to meet the increasing demand of 
our critical services. The demographics of 
our profession are changing and will con-
tinue to evolve. The constant response to 
emergency situations requires fl exibility and 
updated training to meet this challenge. The 
increased importance of the environmental 
health professional within the public health 
framework will require that we are properly 
equipped and trained to meet the future 
needs of people in our communities. The 
UNCOVER EH article offers an opportunity 
to assess if we are poised to meet the essential 
services of the communities we serve.

Another change will be the transition of the 
mantle of leadership to a new NEHA president 
at the end of our Annual Educational Confer-
ence & Exhibition in Nashville, Tennessee. 
Dr. Priscilla Oliver will take over the reins of 
our association. I have known and worked 
with Dr. Oliver for decades. She is a dedicated 
and hardworking environmental health pro-
fessional who has held multiple leadership 

Let us continue 
to go far on this 
journey together.
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President@neha.org

positions. Over this past year we have worked 
together to bring about an association we can 
be proud of. I look forward to the next year 
with confi dence under the leadership of Dr. 
Oliver. Please help me support and wish Dr. 
Oliver all the best in the next year.

Final Thoughts 
I wish to thank you, our members, for allow-
ing me to serve this past year as your presi-
dent. I have tried to be a good steward of 
NEHA. It has been a humbling experience 
and a labor of love. I had the opportunity to 
visit many of our affi liates, exchange ideas, 
and learn from you. 

I would be amiss if I did not praise our 
NEHA staff and Executive Director Dr. David 
Dyjack for the outstanding jobs they did this 
past year. They all went above and beyond 

the call of duty. To the NEHA staff, a big 
THANK YOU! 

My hat off to NEHA’s board of directors—they 
exceeded my expectations. They visited many 
of our affi liates and worked behind the scenes 
on numerous committees and special projects. 
They made my job as president a lot easier. 

I end with a quote that I have carried from 
offi ce to offi ce during my 49-year career. 
When the going got rough I would read this 
quote and get back to my work. The quote is 
from Theodore Roosevelt, 26th President of 
the United States:

It is not the critic who counts; not the 
man who points out how the strong man 
stumbles, or where the doer of deeds 
could have done them better. The credit 
belongs to the man who is actually in the 
arena, whose face is marred by dust and 

sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; 
who errs, who comes short again and 
again, because there is no effort with-
out error and shortcomings; but who 
does actually strive to do the deeds; who 
knows great enthusiasms, the great devo-
tions; who spends himself in a worthy 
cause; who at the best knows in the end 
the triumph of high achievement, and 
who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails 
while daring greatly, so that his place shall 
never be with those cold and timid souls 
who neither know victory nor defeat.
Let us continue to go far on this journey 

together.  

All the best,

Y O U R  ASSOCIATION

?
Time is running out to participate in NEHA’s Be a Beacon for Membership 
campaign. The campaign will end on June 15. The top fi ve member recruiters 
will be announced at the end of June and will be honored at the UL Event at 
the 2019 AEC. Learn more at www.neha.org/nehabeacon.

Did You 
Know?

T he NEHA Endowment Foundation was established to enable NEHA to do more for the environmental health profession 
than its annual budget might allow. Special projects and programs supported by the foundation will be carried out for 

the sole purpose of advancing the profession and its practitioners.

Individuals who have contributed to the foundation are listed below by club category. These listings are based on what 
people have actually donated to the foundation—not what they have pledged. Names will be published under the 
appropriate category for 1 year; additional contributions will move individuals to a different category in the following year(s). 
For each of the categories, there are a number of ways NEHA recognizes and thanks contributors to the foundation. If you 
are interested in contributing to the Endowment Foundation, please call NEHA at (303) 756-9090. You can also donate 
online at www.neha.org/about-neha/donate. Thank you.
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Introduction
Food safety in restaurants is monitored by 
local health departments through routine 
inspections as directed in the state’s food 
code. For the past two decades, the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) has published 
its Food Code guidelines every 4 years with 
amendments every 2 years to assist states 
in the development of their food code and 
inspection system. The 2013 release of the 
Food Code marked its 20th anniversary (U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services, 
2013). Recommended inspection format has 
changed with updates to the Food Code. 

The versions from 2009 and 2013 detail 
a narrative inspection system that uses the 
words “priority,” “priority foundation,” and 
“core” to categorize violations (U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, 2009, 
2013). This three-tier classification system 
was intended to replace the two-tier (“criti-
cal” and “noncritical”) narrative system and 

was expected to offer improved distinctions 
on the risks associated with different viola-
tions and better support a risk-based inspec-
tion strategy (U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, 2013). The development of 
new violation names to more clearly desig-
nate violations was requested by the Con-
ference for Food Protection in 2004. Sub-
sequently, three violation terms that were 
ranked by risk were provided to the Confer-
ence for Food Protection in 2008 and then 
included in the 2009 Food Code as the three-
tier classification system. 

Word choices used to describe and catego-
rize inspection violations can influence the 
perceptions toward and later responses to 
such violations; this phenomenon could be 
viewed as a framing effect. The framing effect 
is where decision-making results vary based 
on how the information or problem is pre-
sented and framed (Tversky & Kahneman, 
1985). For example, different preferences 
for the same treatment have been observed 
because of the framing and whether it is pre-
sented in a positive way (e.g., curing disease) 
or a negative way (e.g., mortality). The fram-
ing effect explains how differences in word 
choice impact decision making and cogni-
tive biases in human information processing 
(Takemura, 2014).

Similarly, changes in the words used to 
describe and categorize violations might be 
expected to result in a framing effect. Differ-
ent names potentially could influence those 
interested in inspection results (inspectors, 
consumers, and restaurant managers) into 
forming different risk perceptions towards the 
same violation under the different systems. 

Jing Ma, PhD 
University of Delaware

Jooho Kim, PhD 
James Madison University

Barbara Almanza, PhD, RD 
Purdue University

Abst ract  Restaurant food safety is monitored by local health 

departments through routine inspections. Given the historical use of 

different inspection formats, the purpose of this study was to assess how 

word choices used to categorize violations could influence restaurant 

manager interpretation of inspection results. This study used a scenario-

based questionnaire to examine manager perceptions and preferences among 

inspection formats, including the three-tier system currently recommended 

by the Food and Drug Administration. Results suggest that managers were 

able to determine the relative seriousness of violations, but perceptions 

of risk were influenced by the words used to classify the violation. In 

particular, use of the words “priority foundation” and “core” as part of the 

three-tier violation format were confusing. Managers preferred the letter 

grade and numeric score systems because they were perceived to be easy 

to understand, easy to use, accurate, and require the least amount of time. 

Managers had some concerns about the new three-tier system in the area 

of accuracy. Results suggest the need for additional training for restaurant 

managers, especially on the meaning of different classifying terms when 

changing to a new inspection format, as well as the rationale and benefits of 

changing to a new system such as the three-tier format.  

Restaurant Manager 
Perceptions of the Food and 
Drug Administration’s Newest 
Recommended Food Facility 
Inspection Format: Training  
and Words Matter
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In fact, one study has offered early evidence 
of such difference in perception in consumer 
groups (Kim, Ma, & Almanza, 2017) and one 
additional study confirmed different percep-
tions between inspectors and consumers (Ma, 
Kim, & Almanza, 2017). Few studies, how-
ever, have looked at restaurant manager per-
ceptions of the different inspection systems.

Restaurant inspection reports convey 
important food safety information to res-

taurants and are a key aspect in the com-
munication between regulatory officials and 
restaurant managers (Ma et al., 2017). How 
managers perceive inspection format and 
how they interpret the risks associated with 
different violations are critical issues because 
restaurant managers use their interpretation 
of the results in their decision making and 
their decisions have the potential to impact 
food safety (Läikkö-Roto & Nevas, 2014). 

Furthermore, different inspection formats 
could potentially influence the use of inspec-
tion results because of changes in risk per-
ception. Studies have found that narrative 
descriptions can elicit the strongest response 
or perception of risk (Choi, Miao, Almanza, 
& Nelson, 2013; Dunlop, Wakefield, & 
Kashima, 2010). On the other hand, some 
studies have suggested that the numeric and 
letter grade formats are simpler and easier to 
understand and use (Artz & Tybout, 1999; 
Bell, 1984; Dundes & Rajapaksa, 2001). 
Usability often refers to the levels of effective-
ness, efficiency, and satisfaction of a system 
in supporting users to achieve their objec-
tives (Albers & Still, 2010). Within the con-
text of restaurant inspection systems, accu-
racy, ease of understanding, ease of use, and 
preferences are also considered relevant (Kim 
et al., 2017). 

This study expands our understanding of 
the restaurant inspection system and pro-
poses two research questions: 1) What are 
manager risk perceptions of violations under 
different systems? and 2) What are manager 
perceptions about different inspection sys-
tems (accuracy, ease of understanding, ease of 
use, preferences, and time required to use)?

Methods
Restaurant manager responses to a scenario-
based questionnaire were gathered from an 
online Qualtrics panel survey to collect: 1) 
manager risk perceptions about violations 
under different inspection systems; 2) manager 
format preferences (including perceptions on 
accuracy, ease of understanding, ease of use, 
preferences, and time required to use); and 3) 
demographic information. Scenarios where vio-
lation descriptions with and without the coding 
word (used to classify the violation type, such 
as critical, noncritical, priority, priority founda-
tion, and core) were used to assess how coding 
words impact manager risk perceptions. 

Manager risk perceptions were assessed for 
three violations: 
1. held beef stew without temperature con-

trol for more than 6 hr (classified as a criti-
cal violation under the critical/noncriti-
cal system and a priority violation in the 
three-tier format); 

2. restaurant accepted food that was not 
properly frozen upon delivery (classified as 
a noncritical violation and a priority foun-
dation violation); and 

Respondent Characteristics (N = 370)

Characteristic # %

Sex

     Male 103 32.6

     Female 213 67.4

Age (years)

     18–29 105 33.2

     30–39 130 41.1

     40–49 45 14.2

     50–59 35 11.1

     ≥60 1 0.3

Education

     Less than bachelor’s degree 255 70.6

     Bachelor’s degree 46 12.7

     Higher than bachelor’s degree 60 16.6

Region

     New England 20 5.4

     Mid-Atlantic 44 12.0

     East North Central 69 18.5

     West North Central 29 7.8

     South Atlantic 80 21.6

     East South Central 22 5.9

     West South Central 41 11.1

     Mountain 26 7.0

     Pacific 39 10.7

Restaurant type

     Full service chain 90 22.8

     Full service independent 85 27.2

     Quick service chain 94 30.0

     Quick service independent 32 10.2

     Others 12 3.8

Note. Total numbers do not always add up to 370 as some respondents chose to not answer all questions.

TABLE 1
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3. thawing frozen chicken under running water
that is too warm (above 70 °F) (classified as
a noncritical violation and a core violation).
All managers first saw violations without

the coding word, then violation descriptions
with the coding word were presented (e.g.,
critical, noncritical, priority, priority foun-
dation, and core). This design allowed us to
assess the impact of the coding word on man-
ager risk perceptions. After approval from the
institutional review board, an online invita-
tion was sent in May 2017 to restaurant man-
agers across the U.S. using Qualtrics Research
Service. We collected 400 responses. Not all
respondents answered all questions. After
cleaning the data (by eliminating those who
completed less than 50% of the survey and
those who completed the survey in less than
1 min), we had 370 responses to use in data
analysis. We analyzed the data with SPSS ver-
sion 23, applying frequency tests, descriptive
statistics, and t-tests.

Results
Demographic information is summarized
in Table 1. Among the 370 respondents,
there were more females (67.4%) than
males (32.6%). The majority (74.3%) of
the respondents were between 18–39 years
old. Slightly more than half (52.8%) of the
respondents worked in chain restaurants
(both full service and quick service), while
27.2% of participants worked in indepen-
dent full service restaurants and 10.2% of
the participants worked for independent
quick service establishments. The rest of the
respondents worked for school food services
or hotel restaurants. As to educational back-
ground, 70.6% of participants had received
less than a bachelor’s degree, 12.7% had
received a bachelor’s degree, and 16.6% held
degrees higher than a bachelor’s degree. All
regions were represented in the sample.
More specifically, the representation of each
region ranged from 5.4% (20 respondents)
to 21.6% (80 respondents) based on the U.S.
census (Table 1).

Restaurant Manager Risk Perception
Results from a number of paired t-tests (with
and without the classifying term) indicated
that manager perception of risk is highly
influenced by the words used to classify the
violations (Table 2). Interestingly, only when
the term “critical” was added to describe and

classify violations did managers perceive
the violation to be more serious and risky;
when other classifying terms were added,
risk perception/perception of seriousness
decreased. Although the use of the words

noncritical and core might be expected to
result in a less serious perception, a reduced
risk was also found and was statistically sig-
nificant when the term priority was added
to the violation description, contrary to the

Restaurant Manager Risk Perceptions of Violations With and Without 
Coding Terms (Paired t-Test) (n = 322)

Violation Statement Condition Manager Perceived Risk

Mean (SD )a df t

1. Held beef stew without 
temperature control for more 
than 6 hr

Without critical 6.36 (1.12) 318 3.87b

With critical 6.60 (0.87)    

2. Restaurant accepted food 
that was not properly frozen 
upon delivery

Without noncritical 6.22 (1.24) 317 -14.51b

With noncritical 4.65 (2.03)    

3. Thawing frozen chicken 
under running water that is too 
warm (>70 °F)

Without noncritical 5.80 (1.55) 316 -10.58b

With noncritical 4.68 (2.08)    

1. Held beef stew without 
temperature control for more 
than 6 hr

Without priority 6.36 (1.12) 320 -2.69c

With priority 6.19 (1.17)    

2. Restaurant accepted food 
that was not properly frozen 
upon delivery

Without priority foundation 6.22 (1.24) 318 -4.01b

With priority foundation 5.99 (1.28)    

3. Thawing frozen chicken 
under running water that is too 
warm (>70 °F)

Without core 5.80 (1.55) 315 -3.35b

With core 5.53 (1.65)    

a1 = not very serious and 7 = very serious.
bp < .005.
cp < .05.

Restaurant Manager Risk Perceptions of Violations (N = 320)

System Category Manager Perceived Risk

n Mean (SD )a t-test df t

Two-tier Critical 320 6.60 (0.87) Critical versus 
noncritical

317 16.64b

Noncritical 319 4.65 (2.03)    

Three-tier Priority 320 6.19 (1.17) Priority versus 
priority foundation

319 2.85b

Priority foundation 319 5.99 (1.29) Priority foundation 
versus core

315 5.12b

Core 37 5.53 (1.65)      

a1 = not very serious and 7 = very serious.
bp < .005.

TABLE 2

TABLE 3
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intention for this top level of violation in
the three-tier system (U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, 2013). When
the term noncritical was added, the reduc-
tion in perception of seriousness was large
(1.57 and 1.12 on a 7-point Likert scale for
violations 2 and 3, respectively). The drop
in risk perception was also statistically sig-
nificant when the terms priority foundation
and core were used. These results suggest

that these narrative systems, particularly the
classifying terms, could be confusing to res-
taurant managers—if not misleading.

Regarding risk perception, in general,
managers were able to determine the relative
seriousness of different violations. For exam-
ple, managers as a group placed the priority
foundation violations between priority and
core violations regarding the associated risks,
as reflected in the mean scores of perceived

seriousness for each violation category (6.19
for priority, 5.99 for priority foundation, and
5.53 for core). In addition, t-test results indi-
cated that manager general perceptions of
risks associated with the three categories of
violations were significantly different (Table
3). Similar results were also found in man-
ager general risk perceptions of critical and
noncritical violations. Overall, manager risk
perceptions of critical violations were signifi-
cantly higher than noncritical.

More specifically, if we look at how indi-
vidual managers responded, 39% of manag-
ers (116 managers) incorrectly associated
the highest amount of risk with either pri-
ority foundation or core violations, instead
of the correct answer of priority violations
(Figure 1). Further, even though managers
as a group associated more risk on average
with priority foundation violations (mean =
4.83) compared with core violations (mean
= 4.32), almost a quarter (24%) of the man-
agers perceived core violations (supposedly
the least risky) to be at the highest level of
risk. This finding indicated that as a total
group, managers were able to associate
appropriate amount of risk with different
categories of violations. At an individual
level, however, a large number of manag-
ers are still confused about the risk associ-
ated with different categories of violations.
On the other hand, this confusion did not
occur in the critical/noncritical system, as
demonstrated by the 97% of managers who
were able to determine the appropriate
amount of risk associated with critical and
noncritical violations.

In addition, when inspection systems were
compared, managers perceived the same vio-
lations differently when the words used to
classify the violation changed (Table 4). This
finding further implies that managers can be
heavily influenced by the violation category
and their understanding of risk might not
be based on the violation itself but rather
the classifying term. Training, therefore, is
needed to facilitate their understanding of
inspection results, especially if a new system
is going to be adopted.

The new three-tier system does help to
communicate the importance of the viola-
tions better. As indicated in Table 3, classi-
fying violations as priority foundation and
core might convey higher risk than when
the same violations are classified as non-

Restaurant Manager Risk Perceptions of Violations Under Current 
Versus New Inspection System (Paired t-Test) (N = 322)

Violation Classifying Term Manager Perceived Risk

n Mean (SD )a df t

Violation 1 Critical 320 6.60 (0.87) 319 -6.48b

Priority 320 6.19 (1.17)

Violation 2 Noncritical 319 4.65 (2.03) 318 13.65b

Priority foundation 319 5.99 (1.29)

Violation 3 Noncritical 44 4.68 (2.09) 314 8.87b

Core 37 5.53 (1.65)

a1 = not very serious and 7 = very serious.
bp < .005.

TABLE 4

Risk Perception of Different Violation Categories Under the  
Three-Tier System (N = 332)

Note. 1 = low level of risk and 7 = high level of risk.
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critical. In addition, when the classifying
term changed from critical to noncritical,
the drop in risk perception was 1.95 (on a
7-point Likert scale), while when the classi-
fying term changed from priority to priority
foundation, the drop in risk perception was
only 0.2 (on a 7-point Likert scale). Obvi-
ously, the new classifying terms using pri-
ority, priority foundation, and core help to
mitigate the issue that managers often asso-
ciated noncritical as indicating unimportant
in terms of violations.

Restaurant Manager Preferences
Regarding Inspection Format
The largest number of managers (39%)
preferred the letter grade system as their
first choice. It was considered the easiest to
understand and use (Table 5). The numeric
score system closely followed, with 35%
(112) of managers selecting it as the first
choice. Slightly less than 5% (15) of the man-
agers picked the three-tier system as their
first choice. Narrative systems (both critical/
noncritical and the three-tier system) were
perceived to be harder to understand and
use, but the critical/noncritical system was
regarded as more accurate than the letter
grade system (Table 5).

A closer look at the distribution of the data
revealed that managers indeed preferred the
letter grade and numeric score systems; they
indicated that these two systems, in their
opinion, performed best in easiness to under-
stand, easiness to use, accuracy, and time
required to use (Table 5). Even though man-
agers thought they would spend more time
reading and trying to understand the three-
tier system, they still did not consider it to
be as accurate as the other systems. Manag-
ers considered the numeric system to be the
most accurate, followed by the critical/non-
critical system.

Overall, managers preferred the letter
grade system, as it was thought to be the eas-
iest to understand and use, as well as requir-
ing the least amount of time to use. The
newest format (the three-tier system) was
the least favored format among managers
because it was the least easy to understand
and use, required the longest time to read,
and was perceived to be the least accurate.
Manager preferences (based on all four cri-
teria) were the letter grade format, followed
by the numeric score, then the critical/non-

critical system, and finally the priority/pri-
ority foundation/core system (Figure 2).

Discussion and Conclusion
Results of this study suggested that as pro-
fessionals, managers as a group have a good
understanding of the risks associated with
different violations. Individual managers,
however, appeared to be strongly influenced
by the words used to describe and classify
violations. The word critical amplified the
perceived seriousness of a violation when
it was presented in the description. On
the other hand, the term noncritical sig-
nificantly reduced the risk perception of
a violation. Surprisingly, the term priority
reduced the risk perceived to be associated
with that violation. In addition, use of pri-
ority foundation and core lowered manager
perception of risks, but risk perception was
still higher than when the term noncritical
was used.

Results show that managers are influenced
by the word used to describe a violation
even when a description of the violation is
provided. Unfortunately, when managers did
not correctly understand the word used to
describe the violation, they did not correctly

understand the relative risk associated with
that type of violation. Clearly, the words that
were used did matter to restaurant manag-
ers. When comparing different formats, the
three-tier system seemed to better convey the
serious nature of even lower-level violations
compared with other systems. Classifying the
violation as a priority foundation or core vio-
lation made managers think such violations
were more serious than when the same viola-
tion was classified as noncritical.

In regard to inspection formats, managers
clearly preferred scoring systems (e.g., let-
ter grade or numeric score) over narrative
systems (two-tier and three-tier systems).
The two narrative systems were thought to
be the least easy to use and understand and
were expected to take the greatest amount of
time to use. Despite these factors, managers
appeared to support inspection systems and
the importance of food safety in that they
wanted consumers to know about the inspec-
tion results.

This study is not without limitations.
For example, a longitudinal study compar-
ing results before and after implementa-
tion of different systems might yield more
meaningful insights. In addition, this study

Restaurant Manager Perceptions of the Different Inspection Formats 
(N = 330)

Inspection Format Perception

Easiness to 
Understand

Easiness to Use Accuracy Time Required 
to Use

Mean1,2 (SD ) Mean1,2 (SD ) Mean1,3 (SD ) Mean1,4 (SD )

Letter grade 6.48a (1.13) 6.27a (1.29) 5.40a (1.77) 5.30a (2.05)

Numeric score 6.29a (1.27) 6.18a (1.32) 5.64a (1.57) 5.19a (2.03)

Critical/noncritical 5.48b (1.60) 5.62b (1.51) 5.55a (1.42) 4.33b (1.90)

Priority/priority 
foundation/core

4.11c (1.76) 4.46c (1.73) 4.85b (1.68) 3.41c (1.83)

Analysis of variation (ANOVA)

df 1,303 1,310 1,305 1,307

F 177.66 104.02 15.86 66.42

Note. Bolded values indicate the highest score for each perception.
1Numbers within a column with different superscript letters are significantly different using Tukey comparisons at  
α =.05. For example, means with “a” are significantly different from means with “b” while means with the same letter 
are not significantly different.  
21 = not very easy and 7 = very easy.
31 = not very accurate and 7 = very accurate.
41 = long amount of time and 7 = short amount of time.

TABLE 5
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looked at only restaurant manager percep-
tions. A comparison of the groups that
might use the inspection systems, such
as restaurant managers, consumers, and
health inspectors, would offer a more bal-
anced perspective on the use of different for-
mats. Finally, although the different formats
were described in the introduction of the
survey, inspection formats would likely be
best understood by those who have actually
seen them in use. Unfortunately, it was not
thought to be practical or possible to survey

only restaurant managers who had seen all
of these inspection formats.

This study, as the first to examine restau-
rant manager perceptions towards different
restaurant inspection systems, can offer use-
ful information to state health departments
and FDA when designing or implementing
inspection systems. This study also supplies
evidence on how interpretation and risk per-
ception of restaurant inspection results can
be influenced by the words used to describe
violations and thus provides evidence to the

applicability of framing effect in the food
safety context.

In summary, the inclusion of a term used
to classify violations into categories influ-
enced manager perceptions beyond the nar-
rative descriptions. The use of specific words
to describe violations did matter. Although
most, if not all, health departments typically
offer training, informational seminars and
workshops designed for restaurant manag-
ers would help them in understanding a new
inspection format. This study provides useful
information in that it suggests that the words
used to describe violations are not always
intuitively understood.

Intuitive understanding is even more com-
promised when working with restaurant man-
agers whose native language is not English.
Such misinterpretations can impact inspectors
in their communications with restaurant man-
agers. Both the words used and training on an
inspection format are important for inspectors
to effectively communicate inspection results
to restaurant managers. Clearly, coding words
are important and influence restaurant man-
ager risk perceptions; as such, additional sup-
port to restaurant managers such as training
and education in the process of adopting a
new inspection format is critical.
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Introduction
Over 12% of the U.S. population was food-
insecure in 2015 (World Hunger Education 
Service, 2018). Risks to the food-insecure 
include not only hunger and malnutrition but 
also the consequences of having to choose 
between using limited funds for food or other 
needs, such as housing, healthcare, or trans-
portation (Bartfeld & Collins, 2017; Nielsen, 
Garasky, & Chatterjee, 2010; Patton-Lopez, 
2012). Food insecurity has been associated 
with increased risk of poor health and hos-

pitalization, and possibly psychological and 
behavioral disorders among children (Feed-
ing America, 2016). 

Most communities have developed a net-
work of organizations to identify surplus 
food and make it accessible to those in need 
(Daponte & Bade, 2006). Much of this food 
is shelf-stable and handled by large organiza-
tions with significant resources devoted to 
food safety. Some of the most nutritious food, 
however, is perishable, including foods that 
are time/temperature controlled for safety 

(TCS). In a single community, this food 
might be handled by over 100 small chari-
table organizations with limited food safety 
knowledge or resources (M. Hoffman, per-
sonal communication, July 26, 2017).

Establishing and managing public health 
programs to assure food safety throughout 
a local food donation network is a daunt-
ing task. Yet, lack of a food safety system not 
only increases the risk of foodborne illness 
but also can reduce food availability if poten-
tial donors consider food donation too risky.

This special report summarizes the impor-
tance—as well as the challenges—facing 
local health authorities in establishing food 
safety systems for food donation, highlights 
some of the promising practices found in 
U.S. communities, and suggests strategies for 
moving forward.

Furthermore, it addresses three questions:
1. What is the basic structure and function 

of the food donation network operating in 
most communities?

2. What role do local health departments typ-
ically play in this network and why?

3. What are the most promising opportu-
nities for local health departments to 
improve food safety in the food dona-
tion network, even in the absence of legal 
authority and funding?
Relatively little work has been published 

on local food donation networks and food 
safety or the role of local health departments. 
To begin to answer the research questions 
above, we conducted an exploratory qualita-
tive research study through interviews and 
site visits with experts and key stakeholders 
across the U.S. We hope that this initial work 
will lead to additional research and policy to 
improve food donation networks.

Thomas J. Bierma, MBA, PhD 
Guang Jin, ScD, PE 

Christy N. Bazan, MPH, LEHP, MCHES 
Department of Health Sciences,  

Illinois State University

Abst ract  Millions of pounds of food are donated annually 

from grocery stores, restaurants, and other sources through thousands 

of food assistance agencies. Few local health departments have both 

the legal authority and resources to assure food safety in this highly 

decentralized network. A number of communities are using innovative 

public–private partnerships to improve donated food safety even in the 

absence of legal authority or significant new resources. These approaches 

begin with an understanding of the local food donation network, then 

progress to finding opportunities to create benefits for network members 

and seeking food safety improvements from network members. 

Local health department leadership is needed to improve food donation 

safety programs. This involvement could include coordinating the variety 

of privately-based food safety inspections currently taking place and 

exploring funding opportunities through the tax savings enjoyed by 

food donors. This special report provides an overview of food donation 

networks and the food safety challenges common to many communities. 

It then explains some of the innovative programs being implemented 

in communities. Finally, we highlight opportunities for developing 

comprehensive food donation safety programs in the absence of significant 

new resources or legal authority. 

Food Donation and Food Safety: 
Challenges, Current Practices, 
and the Road Ahead
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Local Food Donation Networks
The commercial food system begins with 
those who grow, process, and distribute our 
food (Figure 1). Finally, food reaches the 
retail level, which can include grocers, res-
taurants, institutional food services (schools, 
hospitals, etc.), and others. Surplus food can 
occur at any stage in this system.

Surplus food prior to the retail level gener-
ally occurs in large quantities (by the pallet 
load or truckload) and typically is collected and 
stored by large food banks (Bazerghi, McKay, 
& Dunn, 2016). Feeding America (www.feed
ingamerica.org) is a network of more than 
200 food banks covering the entire U.S. but 
many independent food banks also exist. Food 
banks generally do not distribute food directly 
to the public but distribute to food assistance 
organizations (commonly referred to as agen-
cies) that serve food-insecure populations. 
Agencies may operate grocery programs (pan-
tries) and/or meal programs (soup kitchens, 
shelters, etc.). Food banks might deliver food 
to the agencies or agencies might travel to a 
food bank to retrieve the food.

At the retail level, surplus food often occurs 
in smaller quantities at individual retail out-
lets, making collection and transportation 
less cost-effective. Food banks might pick 
up surplus food from large grocery stores but 
pick up from other retail outlets is less com-
mon. As a result, smaller grocery stores, res-
taurants, and institutions that wish to donate 
food typically donate directly to agencies. 
Agencies often use volunteers to collect sur-
plus food from retail outlets.

Food Safety Best Practices and 
Ongoing Challenges
There is abundant guidance on best practices 
in protecting the safety of donated food. For 
example, the Conference for Food Protec-
tion (2016) published the Comprehensive 
Resource for Food Recovery Programs. Feed-
ing America has created a detailed guidance 
document on donated food safety to be used 
in conjunction with ServSafe’s Food Handler 
Guide for Food Banking (Feeding America, 
n.d.; National Restaurant Association, n.d.). 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
also has food safety requirements for food 
banks and agencies receiving government-
purchased commodities (see 7 C.F.R. 250 
and 251). Harvest Support Network (http://
harvestsupportnetwork.org) is a nonprofit 

created by the Food Donation Connection 
to provide food safety training materials, 
including videos, for organizations and indi-
viduals involved in food donation (J. Larson, 
personal communication, July 12, 2017).

Despite the extensive guidance available, 
most local food donation networks still face 
significant food safety challenges. To better 
understand these food safety challenges, con-
sider the movement of donated foods from 
restaurants directly to food assistance agen-
cies. Below we describe seven typical steps in 
the food donation process, from retail outlet to 
pantry. Steps 1–2 take place within the donor’s 
facility, step 3 in the transport vehicle, and 
steps 4–7 at the pantry. This list is not meant 
to be exhaustive but rather highlights critical 
steps common to food donation. Some food 
safety concerns at each step are noted.
1. Identify surplus food: When a food item is 

no longer appropriate to be served or sold, 
it must be determined whether the item is 
safe to donate or whether it must be dis-
carded. This decision is not simple and can 
involve judgments about expiration dates, 
how the food has been held, and whether it 
will be frozen prior to donation. Receipt of 
unsafe or unfit food is a common problem 
reported to us by pantries. 

2. Repackage/label/store: If not prepack-
aged, all items must be labeled as to the 
contents, package date, and discard date (if 
appropriate). Some food items are in bulk 
quantities and should be repackaged ide-
ally to a size appropriate to a pantry. Food 
should be held at the proper temperature, 
without risk of contamination, and clearly 
indicated for donation. Failure in all of 
these areas have either been observed by 
the authors or reported to us by pantries.

3. Retrieve and transport: Transportation is a 
critical step. Time/temperature control and 
contamination are significant challenges. 
Many pantries send volunteers, using their 
own vehicles, to pick up donated food. 
Donors have reported to us that places 
sometimes refuse to donate at the time of 
pick up because of the condition of the 
vehicle interior. Appropriate measures for 
time/temperature control are unclear. Some 
donors argue that only refrigerated vehicles 
should be used for TCS foods. Starbucks, 
for example, has provided grants to some 
communities to assure that refrigerated 
vehicles are used to pick up TCS foods from 

their stores (B. Endean, personal communi-
cation, August 3, 2017). Others argue that 
the frequent openings necessary for food 
pick up at multiple stops make refrigerated 
vehicles ineffective. Food Donation Con-
nection allows for pick up in a nonrefrig-
erated vehicle provided the food is kept in 
coolers under ice packs (J. Larson, personal 
communication, July 12, 2017). Yet, some 
agencies argue that keeping trips short—
under 15 min—is the best way to transport 
TCS foods. Time/temperature logs from 
pick up to delivery seem essential but evi-
dence suggests that many pantries do not 
keep such logs.

4. Receive and assess: Upon receipt at the 
pantry, food should be checked to assure 
it is safe for consumption. As noted above, 
unsafe or unfit food is not uncommon. 
There seems to be considerable confusion 
about the meaning of expiration dates and 
how long after expiration it is typically safe 
to consume various foods.

5. Repackage/label/store: Cold storage is a 
concern, as many pantries do not have 
commercial refrigeration equipment and 
adequate equipment temperature logs 
often are not maintained. Some pantries 
are open only once per week and culling 
expired inventory can be lacking. Pantries 
sometimes repackage bulk foods that were 
not repackaged by the donor. We observed 
facilities for repackaging ranging from clean 
rooms with sinks and gloves to card tables 
set up within the pantry traffic pattern. 

6. Display: Even if a pantry has adequate 
cold storage, it might not have cold display 
equipment to use during the hours the pan-
try is open. As a result, TCS foods might be 
displayed at room temperature, relying on 
staff to rotate food items back into storage 
before they have been out too long. 

7. Reassess: After pantry open hours, 
remaining foods must be assessed to deter-
mine if they will still be safe to consume 
the next time the pantry is open. Some 
pantries have reported to us that they get 
food donations from other pantries that no 
longer want to hold the food. Starbucks 
mandates that pantries receiving their TCS 
foods cannot donate the food to any other 
pantries and must discard the food if it was 
displayed without proper refrigeration (B. 
Endean, personal communication, August 
3, 2017).
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Inspection and permitting of agency facili-
ties vary greatly by local and state jurisdiction 
and depend on legal exemptions, interpreta-
tion of terms such as food service establish-
ment, and available resources. Some loca-
tions permit and inspect all food assistance 
agencies that handle perishable foods. More 
commonly, permitting and inspection are 
limited to those agencies preparing meals. 
Permitting fees frequently are waived. A sys-
tematic review of state legal requirements for 
donated food is currently underway at the 
Food Law and Policy Clinic at Harvard Law 
School (Blazek et al., 2016).

Alternative Models
We define a food donation safety program as 
follows: A community-wide system to assure 
the safety of all food distributed through the 
local food donation network. We are not 
aware of any one model that has resolved all 
donated food safety issues or that would be 
appropriate for all communities. Instead, we 
have found a variety of programs being tried 
in different communities based on their avail-
able resources, legal authority, and other local 
factors. We have organized these programs 
into four general groups, which we recognize 
is not an exhaustive accounting of the types 
programs being used in communities—even 
within one model, individual programs can 
vary considerably. 

We propose the criteria in Table 1 for evalu-
ating alternative models for food donation 
safety programs. The four models are dis-
cussed using these criteria. The second evalu-
ation criterion—food safety expectations are 
responsive to the needs of the food-insecure—
is not discussed further because it is relatively 
independent of the model being evaluated. 
Instead, this second evaluation criterion 
depends upon the food safety requirements 
adopted, regardless of the model being used.

Hands-Off or Kitchen-Only Model
This model appears to be the most common 
one found in U.S. communities. In some 
communities, donated food and the organi-
zations that handle the donated food are (or 
are thought to be) exempt from local health 
department regulation. In some other com-
munities, only organizations that prepare 
meals from donated food are considered 
subject to regulation and are permitted and 
inspected by local health authorities. Meal 

programs pose a number of important food 
safety risks; however, they generally repre-
sent a minority of donated food and therefore 
affect a small proportion of the food-insecure 
population (P. Turner, personal communica-
tion, July 24, 2017).

A hands-off program would not advance 
best practices for food safety. A kitchen-only 
program would assure best practices through 
inspection and enforcement in meal program 
agencies but would not address other compo-
nents of the food donation network. Neither 
approach would help improve donation net-
work function.

Universal Inspection Model
Health department permitting and inspec-
tion of all organizations involved in food 
recovery are very resource intensive. While 
we are aware of local governments that take 
this approach, we believe that relatively few 
have the resources for this model, especially 
if permitting fees are waived for these orga-
nizations. This approach could significantly 
advance best practices for food safety but 
would not, on its own, improve donation net-
work function.

Coordinating Council Model
A few communities have created new organi-
zations that attempt to offset problems caused 

by the highly decentralized nature of the food 
donation network. We call this approach the 
Coordinating Council Model because the orga-
nization generally is composed of representa-
tives from organizations in the food donation 
network, local government officials, and 
food-related businesses. Two examples from 
this model are the Waste Not OC Coalition 
in Orange County, California (www.waste
notoc.org) and the Food Rescue Partnership 
in the Quad Cities of Iowa/Illinois (https://
foodrescueqc.org). Both were created as part 
of local health department initiatives (Garcia-
Silva, Handler, & Wolfe, 2017; L. Hensel, per-
sonal communication, June 30, 2017).

These councils benefit the local food-
assistance agencies, which provides the 
councils with leverage to improve food 
safety. Council activities include providing 
outreach to the food-insecure to help con-
nect them with agencies in their area. This 
assistance often includes producing printed 
and online maps of agency locations and 
capabilities. The Waste Not OC Coalition 
provides outreach to area physicians to per-
form food-insecurity screenings of their 
patients and refer patients to local agencies 
(Garcia-Silva et al., 2017). The coalition also 
provides outreach to local government enti-
ties to improve coordination between local 
governments and local agencies. These coor-

Criteria for Evaluating Alternative Models for Food Donation  
Safety Programs

Criteria Notes

Food safety programs include 
practices known to be effective

Should be based on food safety guidance documents described in 
the text.

Food safety expectations are 
responsive to the needs of the 
food-insecure

Lack of food for the food-insecure poses its own set of public health 
risks. Food safety practices that make a small improvement in 
donated food safety but result in a large reduction in food availability 
could aggravate public health risks rather than reduce them. Thus, 
some practices expected in commercial food service establishments 
might not be appropriate for donated food (e.g., equipment standards, 
food expiration dates, etc.).

Food safety conditions and 
practices are reasonably verified 
and enforced by unbiased parties

Given limited resources and legal authority, verification and 
enforcement by organizations other than the local health department 
should be considered.

Requires resources consistent 
with those locally available

Food safety programs improve 
the food donation network

The decentralized nature of local food donation networks limits 
effectiveness. Some food safety programs can reduce these 
problems.

TABLE 1
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dinating councils include local health depart-
ments; therefore, health inspectors have
begun providing information to area food
establishments on the legality and benefi ts of
donating surplus food (E. Bradley, personal
communication, July 6, 2017; M. Haller,
personal communication, July 21, 2017).
The Food Rescue Partnership also provides
a 15-min presentation on food donation as
part of the food safety training course taken
by restaurant managers. The Waste Not OC
Coalition includes major food distributors in
the coordinating council. These companies
are often aware of untapped resources in the
community, such as used refrigeration equip-
ment that can be donated to food assistance

agencies (M. Haller, personal communica-
tion, July 21, 2017).

These benefi ts provided to local agen-
cies give coordinating councils leverage
with regard to food safety. For example, the
Waste Not OC Coalition requires that all
agencies listed in their materials must agree
to follow a set of food safety procedures and
undergo inspections by volunteer inspec-
tors who have been trained by the Waste
Not OC Coalition (M. Haller, personal com-
munication, July 21, 2017). Local health
inspectors also provide food safety training
to agency personnel.

In fact, food safety is the top priority at
the Waste Not OC Coalition. Mike Learakos,

executive director, stated the primary mission
as “protecting the brand of food donors” (M.
Learakos, personal communication, July 31,
2017). Federal and state law provides legal
liability protection to donors against any sub-
sequent food safety claims but publicity related
to possible illness from donated food could be
devastating to the brand name of a restaurant or
grocery chain. Learakos sees a systematic food
safety program for donated food as the best way
to maintain and increase food donation.

With regard to our evaluation criteria, the
coordinating council model has the potential
to score well on providing best food safety
practices and on verifi cation/enforcement, if
required of participating agencies and if the
benefi ts to agencies are suffi cient to incentivize
them to participate. Basic coordinating coun-
cils require relatively few resources because
council members generally are not compen-
sated. Developing outreach materials or hir-
ing staff, however, would require additional
resources. If the use of trained volunteers to
perform food safety inspections proves effec-
tive, this option would be a low-cost solution.
One of the greatest benefi ts of the coordinat-
ing council model is its potential to strengthen
the food donation network through improved
communication and coordination; outreach to
food-insecure populations, government, and
potential food donors; and mobilization of
untapped resources.

Small-Load Logistics
Organization Model
As indicated in Figure 1, food donation pick
up from restaurants and smaller grocery stores
typically is performed by individual agencies
with volunteers who frequently use their own
vehicles. This method is also the way many
agencies obtain food from food banks. This
method represents a critical food safety risk
as volunteers are often untrained, have few
available resources to maintain food safety,
and vehicles and procedures are generally not
inspected. The decentralized and uncoordi-
nated food logistics process can also be a signif-
icant barrier to food donation due to its com-
plexity and lack of reliability (Food Shift, 2015;
Natural Resources Defense Council, 2017).

A few communities have responded to these
challenges through formation of an organiza-
tion specializing in logistics for small loads
of donated foods (in contrast to the pallet-
or truck-size loads collected by food banks).

 A Typical Local Food Donation Network

Commercial
Food System

Donated
Surplus Food

Grower

Distribution

Processor

Retail
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Table-to-Table of Iowa City, Iowa, has oper-
ated since 1996, providing pick ups from area 
grocery stores and restaurants and delivering 
the food immediately to area agencies (https://
table2table.org). Table-to-Table has their own 
vehicles, some of which are refrigerated, and 
provides their volunteer drivers with food 
safety training (N. Ross, personal communi-
cation, July 13, 2017). Food Finders (www.
foodfinders.org) in the greater Los Angeles 
area performs similar services but most pick 
ups are made by their trained volunteers using 
personal vehicles (P. Larson, personal commu-
nication, August 2, 2017). Almost all donated 
food is delivered to an agency within 5 miles.

In addition, the benefit to local agencies 
provides some leverage to promote food 
safety. Food Finders, for example, requires all 
participating agencies that have staff working 
in food banks and food recovery to have one 
staff member who is a certified food handler 
(P. Larson, personal communication, August 
2, 2017). While we are not aware of a small-
load logistics organization that requires 
inspections of their participating agencies, 
Table-to-Table does help their agencies pre-
pare for inspections from their local Feeding 
America food bank (N. Ross, personal com-
munication, July 13, 2017).

With regard to our evaluation criteria, the 
small-load logistics organization model has 
the potential to score well on implementing 
best food safety practices in food logistics. It 
can also promote best practices among agen-
cies through requirements such as food safety 
certified personnel. Inspection and enforce-
ment could also be made a requirement for 
participating agencies. The resources to oper-
ate a logistics organization, however, can be 
substantial, especially if dedicated vehicles 
are owned and operated. These resources 
must either be obtained by charging agen-
cies for food or from philanthropic donors—
many of whom might be the same donors 
being approached by agencies. While not 
as comprehensive as coordinating councils, 

small-load logistics organizations can help 
improve the food donation network through 
opportunities for better communication and 
cooperation among agencies and as a point of 
contact for local government.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Even though this research was exploratory, 

a number of useful conclusions can be drawn.
• Local food donation networks tend to 

be highly decentralized and operate on 
extremely limited budgets. These condi-
tions contribute to food safety risks.

• There is ample guidance on food safety 
practices relevant to local food donation 
networks.

• Leadership of the local health department 
in assuring food safety and improving the 
local food donation network appears to be 
the exception rather than the rule.
Assuring the safety of food donation net-

works is challenging but local health depart-
ments must take the lead. In the absence of 
funding and clear legal authority, this leader-
ship will require innovation and local team 
building. Fortunately, a few communities have 
created model programs that can be adapted 
and improved by health departments across 
the country. The coordinating council and 
small-load logistic organization models dem-
onstrate that food safety conditions can be 
improved without new legal authority and 
with little or no new government funding. 
These models still have shortcomings, though, 
particularly in the areas of inspection/enforce-
ment and increasing private funding.

Many food donation agencies (pantries, 
shelters, etc.) might already be inspected by 
other organizations such as USDA, USDA-
delegated state agencies, food banks, or other 
private organizations (such as Food Donation 
Connection). What is missing is local health 
department oversight of this process. It could 
be possible for the health department to rou-
tinely receive copies of inspection reports as 
part of the requirements for agencies to par-

ticipate in coordinating council, small-load 
logistics, or other programs.

It could also be possible to increase fund-
ing for food safety through private donors. 
Food donation can have substantial finan-
cial benefits to donor companies. Federal tax 
law provides enhanced deductions to create 
strong incentives for companies to donate 
surplus food (Broad Leib, Rice, Balkus, & 
Mahoney, 2017). For example, Food Dona-
tion Connection assists restaurants and other 
food retailers to safely and conveniently 
donate their food locally and is paid by receiv-
ing a share of the tax savings accruing to the 
donor (J. Larson, personal communication, 
July 12, 2017). Donors might be willing to 
share a portion of tax savings once convinced 
of the “brand protection” benefits from an 
improved food donation network.

We strongly encourage local health depart-
ments to take a leadership role in their local 
food donation network. We suggest the fol-
lowing action items.
1. Clarify your legal authority. 
2. Connect with your local food donation 

network. Your local food banks are a good 
place to start. Contact Food Donation 
Connection to see what restaurants in your 
area donate and who collects the food. Ask 
grocers to whom they donate.

3. Determine which agencies are inspected, 
how often, by whom, and using what eval-
uation criteria. Is there a written record of 
each inspection?

4. Discuss with key stakeholders in the food 
donation network about developing a 
coordinating council, small-load logistics 
organization, or other model for improving 
food safety as well as improving network 
function. 
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Introduction
News stories often cover threats to public 
health, such as hurricanes and their devas-
tating effects, vectorborne diseases spread-
ing increasingly widely by mosquitoes and 
ticks, and drinking water contaminated by 

leached chemicals and aging infrastructure. 
Responses to these threats and approaches 
to addressing associated detriments to public 
health are generally complex and multifac-
eted. In the Environmental Health Playbook: 
Investing in a Robust Environmental Health 

System (2017), the National Environmental 
Health Partnership Council in the U.S. recog-
nized the serious environmental implications 
resulting from emergency events such as the 
Zika virus outbreak and the Flint water cri-
sis. Among the needs identifi ed for effective 
responses to an emergency event, the play-
book called for strengthened governmental 
environmental health (EH) services and an 
increasingly skilled, well-trained workforce 
(National Environmental Health Partnership 
Council, 2017).

EH, as a profession and practice, is one 
of the most signifi cant contributors to state, 
tribal, local, and territorial (STLT) public 
health. As a major segment of the public 
health workforce, EH professionals have 
the important responsibility of identifying, 
investigating, and controlling harmful en-
vironmental exposures to prevent related 
illness and injury (National Environmental 
Health Association [NEHA], 2013; Resnick, 
Zablotsky, & Burke, 2009). EH profession-
als must maintain a high level of compe-
tency, skills, and preparedness to fulfi ll their 
responsibilities in protecting the public 
health. The public health landscape is con-
tinuously changing and as emerging EH

Abst ract Environmental health (EH) professionals provide 

critical services and respond to complex and multifaceted public health 

threats. The role of these professionals is continually re-emphasized 

by emergencies requiring rapid and effective responses to address 

environmental issues and ensure protection of the public’s health. Given 

the prominence of the EH profession within the public health framework, 

assessing the governmental health department workforce, practice, and 

current and future challenges is crucial to ensure EH professionals are 

fully equipped and prepared to protect the nation’s health. Such an 

understanding of the EH profession is lacking; therefore, we initiated 

Understanding the Needs, Challenges, Opportunities, Vision, and 

Emerging Roles in Environmental Health (UNCOVER EH). Through a web-

based survey, we identifi ed EH professional demographics, characteristics, 

education, practice areas, and aspects of leadership and satisfaction. We 

distributed the survey to a convenience sample of EH professionals working 

in health departments, limiting the generalizability of results to the entire 

EH workforce. The results were strengthened, however, by purposive 

sampling strategies to represent varied professional and workforce 

characteristics in the respondent universe. The UNCOVER EH initiative 

provides a primary source of data to inform EH workforce development 

initiatives, improve the practice, and establish uniform benchmarks and 

professional competencies.
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issues and concerns arise, EH professionals
and their practice must evolve and adapt to
meet the challenge.

The Public Health Workforce: An Agenda
for the 21st Century, a report from the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices (1997), listed necessary actions for
strengthening the public health workforce.
Leadership and workforce development
were among these actions. Various stud-
ies and assessments of public health de-
partments examined related concepts and
shed some light on the EH profession. For
example, workforce estimates reported in
local health department profiles revealed
a decline of more than 2,000 EH full-time
equivalents from 2008–2016 (National As-
sociation of County and City Health Of-
ficials [NACCHO], 2017). Additionally,
the total number of different EH activities
performed by state health departments re-
portedly decreased by 5% from 2010–2016
(Association of State and Territorial Health
Officials [ASTHO], 2017).

EH professionals were included in the
Public Health Workforce Interests and
Needs Survey (PH WINS), the first national
survey of the state health agency workforce

(Sellers et al., 2015). Additionally, statewide
surveys have collected information about
EH program capacity and professional char-
acteristics, competencies, and responsibili-
ties (Dyjack, Case, Marlow, Soret, & Mont-
gomery, 2007; Resnick et al., 2009). More
than 50 years ago, the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare (1963) con-
ducted an assessment of sanitarians work-
ing in government, the private sector, and
academia. What has been missing is a com-
prehensive effort designed specifically to
gather information directly from EH pro-
fessionals practicing at health departments
across the U.S.

Several groups have identified the need for
information on EH workforce composition
and critical functions (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention [CDC], 2003; NEHA
Committee on the Future of Environmental
Health, 1993; Resnick et al., 2009). Develop-
ing a robust understanding and characteriza-
tion of the EH workforce is especially needed
now to begin to address the challenging and
complex problems faced by EH profession-
als, particularly when reductions in capac-
ity and resources are consistently reported.
Given the prominence of the EH profession

within the public health framework, ensur-
ing EH professionals maintain a high level of
preparedness and skills is crucial to protect
the nation’s health.

To meet the need, the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention (CDC), Na-
tional Environmental Health Association
(NEHA), and Baylor University partnered on
a groundbreaking initiative: Understanding
the Needs, Challenges, Opportunities, Vi-
sion, and Emerging Roles in Environmental
Health (UNCOVER EH) (Gerding, Landeen,
& Brooks, 2017). UNCOVER EH presented
a unique and unprecedented opportunity to
collect information directly from EH pro-
fessionals working at STLT health depart-
ments. The overall purpose of this effort was
to identify and describe key governmental
EH workforce and practice elements such as
professional demographics, areas of practice,
and current and future challenges and oppor-
tunities. Information generated through this
initiative can inform EH workforce develop-
ment activities and support enhancement of
the practice.

For the present study, we performed a web-
based survey aimed at describing EH profes-
sional demographics, characteristics, practice
areas, and aspects of leadership and satisfac-
tion. The survey was distributed to a conve-
nience sample of EH professionals in health
departments, which presents limitations for
the generalizability of study results to the
entire profession. Here we present an initial
attempt to describe and understand the EH
workforce in the U.S.

Methods
In November 2017, a link to a web-based
survey consisting of multiple choice, scaled,
rank ordered, and open-ended questions was
e-mailed to 8,996 EH professionals working
at STLT health departments. The survey re-
quired roughly 30 minutes to complete. It
was designed to align with content and ele-
ments of different public health workforce
and profile surveys, along with recommend-
ed workforce study criteria and horizon-
scanning methods (ASTHO, 2017; Boulton
et al., 2014; Boxall et al., 2012; Furley et al.,
2018; NACCHO, 2017; Sellers et al., 2015;
Van den Brink et al., 2018).

We followed recommendations to contact
potential respondents at five points to maxi-
mize the response rate (Dillman, 2007). The

Population Size Served by Environmental Health Professionals  
in Health Departments in the United States (n = 1,734)

Environmental Health
Service Population Size 

<10,000
10,000–49,999
50,000–99,999
100,000–499,999
500,000–999,999
≥1,000,000
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26%
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five points included e-mailing 1) an introduc-
tory message, 2) an invitation with the survey 
link, 3) a reminder to complete the survey, 4) 
a second reminder, and 5) a final message en-
couraging respondents to complete the sur-
vey. The Office of Management and Budget 
approved the survey and collection of infor-
mation (Control #0920-1187) in accordance 
with the Paperwork Reduction Act.

The majority of EH professionals were 
identified in EH staff directories obtained 
directly from health departments. Addition-
al sources included online staff directories 
or lists, state credentialing records for reg-
istered sanitarians and registered environ-
mental health specialists, and NEHA state 
affiliate association membership rosters. 
Information from all data sources was com-
piled to generate a comprehensive list of re-
spondent e-mail addresses. 

We filtered this list to contain only e-mail 
addresses for EH professionals employed by 
STLT health departments. We also tried to 
ensure this sample included and represented 
EH professionals from different geographic 
areas and levels of government. At the end 
of the survey period, we downloaded results 
to an Excel spreadsheet and prepared the da-
taset for analysis. Descriptive statistics were 
used to examine workforce data, which we 
categorized as demographics, professional 
characteristics, education and training, prac-
tice, leadership, and satisfaction.

Results
Of the 8,996 EH professionals invited to 
complete the survey, 56 actively declined 
participation, 474 partially completed the 
survey, and 6,730 provided no response. 
Overall, 1,736 EH professionals fully com-
pleted the survey, resulting in a 19% re-
sponse rate. We included only fully com-
pleted surveys in our analysis. The 1,736 
respondents represented a relatively bal-
anced representation among states across 
the nation. By U.S. Census regions, 31% of 
respondents were from the South, 30% from 
the Midwest, 27% from the West, and 12% 
from the Northeast. Respondents from the 
West included seven EH professionals from 
Pacific Island territorial health departments. 
Two state-level health departments from the 
South declined participation in the survey. 
These two states have a centralized gover-
nance structure and the decision to decline 

participation resulted in the exclusion of all 
local-level health departments within those 
states. We received no responses from ter-
ritories that had recently been impacted by 
Hurricanes Irma and Maria.

The majority of EH professional respon-
dents were employed by local health depart-
ments (72%, n = 1,242), followed by those 

at state (23%, n = 406), territorial (0.5%, n
= 8), and tribal (0.4%, n = 7) levels. A small 
percentage of EH professionals respond-
ed from the federal level (2%, n = 27), and 
likely worked for federal agencies that pro-
vide STLT-level services. Figure 1 shows the 
percentages of population sizes served by 
respondent health departments. Among re-

Race, Ethnicity, and Professional Characteristics of Environmental 
Health Professionals in Health Departments in the United States

Characteristic # %

Race

     American Indian or Alaska Native 53 3

     Asian 73 4

     Black or African American 126 7

     Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 13 1

     White 1,494 86

Ethnicity

     Hispanic 105 6

Position level

     Director/chief 237 14

     Supervisor/manager 419 24

     Field staff 922 53

     Other 157 9

Position title

     Environmental health specialist 813 47

     Environmental health technician 17 1

     Environmental scientist 50 3

     Environmentalist 45 3

     Inspector 77 4

     Laboratory technician or analyst 6 0.3

     Sanitarian 350 20

     Other 377 22

Employment status

     Full-time 1,680 97

     Part-time 39 2

     Seasonal 1 0.1

     Temporary 0 0

     Prefer not to say 5 0.3

     Other 10 0.6

Note. Respondents sometimes selected more than one race; percentages for each category were based on the number 
of respondents (n = 1,735). 

TABLE 1
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spondents, 65% reported that their respec-
tive health departments provided services
to populations of ≥100,000, with the largest
percentage of departments (30%) found in
the category of ≥1,000,000.

Demographics
EH professionals of all races responded to
the survey (Table 1). The category with the
highest proportion of respondents was White
(86%, n = 1,494), while the lowest was Na-
tive Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander (1%,
n = 13). Approximately 6% (n = 105) of the
respondents were Hispanic. Relatively even
numbers of males (51%) and females (49%)
responded. Figure 2 shows the percentages of
EH professionals in six age ranges. The high-
est percentage of EH professionals was 46–55
years of age (28%) and more than half of all
respondents were ≥46 years (54%).

Professional Characteristics
Table 1 shows professional characteristics of
the respondents. Most respondents identi-
fied themselves as field staff (53%, n = 922),
followed by supervisors or managers (24%,
n = 419), and then program directors or
chiefs (14%, n = 237). The most common
job titles were environmental health special-
ist (47%, n = 813) and sanitarian (20%, n
= 350). Nearly two thirds (64%) of the EH
professionals were registered environmen-
tal health specialists or registered sanitar-
ians and almost all respondents were full-
time employees (97%, n = 1,680). Figure 3
shows the number of years respondents had
spent in their current position, at their cur-
rent agency, and in the EH profession. The
highest percentages of EH professionals had
≤5 years in these three categories. The per-
centages declined monotonically as age cat-
egories increased, except for time in the EH
profession, which slightly increased in the
6–20 year range.

Responses pertaining to retirement and
career plans revealed that approximately one
quarter of EH professionals planned to retire
within the next 5 years (26%, n = 451). Al-
most three quarters of respondents, however,
had no plans to leave their agency within the
next year (71%, n = 1,231). Annual salary by
position level (field/nonsupervisory, super-
visory/manager, and director/chief) showed
that most EH professionals in field- and
nonsupervisory-level positions had salaries

Age of Environmental Health Professionals in Health Departments  
in the United States (n = 1,735)
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for Environmental Health Professionals in Health Departments in the 
United States (n = 1,734)
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ranging from $35,000 to $54,999. Salaries for
managers or supervisors mostly ranged from
$55,000 to $74,999, whereas salaries for di-
rectors or chiefs were distributed across the
salary ranges, from <$25,000 to >$145,000
(Figure 4).

Education and Training
Respondent EH professionals held bachelor’s
(72%, n = 1,241), master’s (31%, n = 538),
and doctoral (2%, n = 43) degrees in a wide
range of fields or concentrations. A few re-
spondents did not complete a college degree
(3%, n = 53). The survey allowed selection of
two fields of study for each degree type (Table
2). The highest number of EH professionals
received bachelor’s degrees in the biological
and biomedical sciences (n = 464). Among all
the EH professionals with bachelor’s degrees,
only 213 indicated their field of study was EH
and 76 identified it as public health. Of these
289 professionals, 66 indicated their degree
was received from an academic program ac-
credited by the National Environmental
Health Science and Protection Accreditation
Council (EHAC), 10 from a program accred-

ited by the Council on Education for Public
Health, and 25 reported their degree was
from a program accredited by both orga-
nizations. Public health (n = 179) and spe-
cifically EH (n = 90) were the most common
fields of study among those holding master’s
degrees. Overall, most EH professionals con-
tinued their education by completing train-
ing courses within the last year (90%, n =
1,554) and with support from their agencies
to travel to attend training (89%, n = 1,538).

Practice
EH professionals had responsibilities in mul-
tiple programs (Table 3). The largest percent-
ages of professionals worked in food safety
and protection, public swimming pools, and
emergency preparedness and response pro-
grams. Few EH professionals indicated that
they spend 91–100% in one particular pro-
gram. We also examined time spent in each
program area, where the highest number of
responses for spending essentially all of their
time focused in one program were for food
safety and protection (n = 50), public drink-
ing water (n = 10), and onsite wastewater (n

= 5). Approximately 17% of the respondents
reported that in addition to EH-related work
responsibilities, they also work with other
health department programs. Of those EH pro-
fessionals, 37% spent more than half of their
time working in a non-EH program such as
health education or immunization programs.

Leadership and Satisfaction
Most EH professionals occasionally or rou-
tinely engaged in leadership activities (Table
4). Problem solving and critical thinking was
a routine activity for a large percentage of
respondents (82%). Participating in commu-
nity-based events drew the least engagement
and most EH professionals strongly or some-
what agreed they have opportunities for pro-
fessional development and making contribu-
tions to their programs (Figure 5). Nearly all
respondents reported that leadership training
is important for EH professionals (95%, n =
1,649) (data not shown).

Discussion
UNCOVER EH, a comprehensive and tai-
lored assessment designed specifically for

Annual Salaries of Environmental Health Professionals by Position Level in Health Departments in the 
United States (n = 1,735)
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EH, provided a much-needed description 
of the current STLT health department EH 
workforce in the U.S. Such information will 
support future efforts for ensuring EH pro-
fessionals are well equipped and prepared to 
meet the complex needs of tomorrow. Results 
presented in this article fill an important gap 
in the current understanding of the EH pro-
fession and practice.

Survey respondents provided a seemingly 
broad representation of the EH workforce, with 
some exceptions, including the limited repre-
sentation of professionals from tribal and terri-
torial health departments. Considering demo-
graphics, a disproportionately high percentage 
(86%) of EH professionals indicated their race 
as White. This number is slightly higher than 
recent observations among the broader state 
health agency workforce (ASTHO, 2017; Sell-
ers et al., 2015). Those surveys also showed 
that females represented almost three quarters 
of the state health agency workforce. In con-
trast, our survey received responses from an 
almost even number of male and female re-
spondents. These results might indicate that 
the EH workforce is slightly less diverse yet 
has a more balanced male-to-female ratio than 
the general public workforce, particularly at 
the state level.

Maintaining a sufficient workforce in light 
of retirements, and retaining and recruiting 
staff, is a recognized topic of concern among 
public health and EH managers (Hilliard & 
Boulton, 2012; Resnick et al., 2009). Ap-
proximately one half of the respondents had 
worked in their current jobs for ≤5 years 
and approximately one quarter had spent ≤5 
years in the EH profession. At the mid-career 
range (16–20 years), respondents consis-
tently had served longer in the EH profession 
than in their current position and agency. 
More than one half (54%) of the survey re-
spondents were ≥46 years and more than one 
quarter (26%) were ≥56 years. Approximate-
ly one quarter (26%) of the EH professionals 
planned to retire within 5 years, which tends 
to align with our survey results indicating 
an aging EH workforce. The public health 
workforce as a whole, and other specific dis-
cipline areas such as public health nurses, 
face similar percentages of upcoming retire-
ments (Beck & Boulton, 2016; Pourshaban, 
Basurto-Dávila, & Shih, 2015). Considering 
these trends, enhancing recruitment efforts 
and incentives will be essential for preserving 

Degrees and Fields of Study of Environmental Health Professionals  
in Health Departments in the United States

Field of Study Bachelor’s Master’s Doctoral

Agriculture and natural resources 89 25 3

Architecture and related services 3 1 0

Area, ethnic, cultural, gender, and group studies 4 0 0

Biological and biomedical sciences 464 51 7

Business 33 26 0

Communication, journalism, and related programs 13 3 0

Communications technologies 2 0 0

Computer and information sciences 5 2 0

Education 52 21 4

Engineering 38 10 0

Engineering technologies 6 5 0

English language and literature/letters 5 0 0

Environmental health 213 90 9

Environmental science 218 66 1

Family and consumer sciences/human sciences 8 1 0

Foreign languages, literature, and linguistics 4 1 0

Health professions and related programs 45 25 4

Homeland security, law enforcement, or firefighting 2 1 0

Legal professions and studies 4 3 4

Liberal arts and sciences, general studies, and humanities 15 0 0

Library science 0 0 0

Mathematics and statistics 12 2 0

Military technologies and applied sciences 5 1 0

Multi/interdisciplinary studies 2 2 0

Parks, recreation, leisure, and fitness studies 6 0 0

Philosophy and religious studies 5 2 1

Physical sciences and science technologies 52 5 0

Precision production 0 0 0

Psychology 29 3 0

Public administration and social services 6 57 1

Public health 76 179 5

Social sciences and history 25 1 1

Theology and religious vocations 1 3 0

Transportation and materials moving 2 0 0

Visual and performing arts 4 0 0

Other 191 77 12

Total 1,241 663 52

Note. The survey allowed selection of two fields of study for each degree type. Of the respondents, 53 did not complete 
a college degree.

TABLE 2
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the EH workforce and ensuring a sufficient 
supply of talented and skilled persons to en-
ter the profession.

A workforce’s education and training, work 
setting, job titles, and functions are important 
criteria for defining a profession. These criteria 
are especially relevant for describing and enu-
merating the public health workforce (Gebbie 
& Merrill, 2001). Researchers have acknowl-
edged significant challenges in identifying and 
classifying public health professionals among 
different settings and governmental levels, 
which is also realized for the EH workforce 
(Beck, Boulton, & Coronado, 2014; Mas-
soudi, Blake, & Marcum, 2012). Though the 
objectives of this present study did not include 
EH workforce enumeration, our results show 
some consistency in various criteria pertaining 
to the STLT EH workforce. For example, more 
than one half of the respondents reported their 
job titles as environmental health specialist or 
sanitarian. A similar proportion possessed the 
registered environmental health specialist or 
registered sanitarian credential.

We saw less consistency, however, in the re-
spondents’ field of study for college degrees. 
Most EH professionals did not receive formal 
undergraduate training in EH, which might 
hamper their ability to effectively deliver es-
sential environmental public health services. 
Among respondents holding a bachelor’s 
degree, a small proportion identified EH as 
their field of study. Less than one half of those 
respondents who studied EH obtained their 
bachelor’s degree from an EHAC-accredited 
academic program. 

EHAC accreditation indicates that an 
academic program meets stringent require-
ments, ensuring students receive education 
in the full range of EH science, with inten-
tions of producing graduates ready to enter 
the practice (Fletcher, Aighewi, & Murphy, 
2016; Marion & Murphy, 2016). As the lead-
ing accreditation body for EH academic pro-
grams, such observations present a decided 
opportunity to increase EH degrees granted 
by EHAC-accredited programs and thus in-
crease capacity of the EH workforce. Regard-
less, our observations suggest the EH work-
force includes professionals who have widely 
varied educational backgrounds, sometimes 
nonscience based, and who lack formal aca-
demic preparation in the EH sciences and 
practice. This finding reinforces the current 
need for workforce development and train-

ing opportunities to ensure EH professionals 
receive essential education in the general EH 
sciences and practice.

A high number of professionals with mas-
ter’s degrees reported their field of study was 
EH, which might result from those EH pro-

Engagement in Leadership Activities of Environmental Health 
Professionals in Health Departments in the United States (n = 1,734)

Leadership Activity Routinely
(%)

Sometimes
(%)

Never
(%)

Collaborating with other governmental agencies and staff 53 41 6

Collecting and analyzing data 44 44 12

Communicating risk to the public 57 37 6

Decision making that influences program planning 47 39 14

Evaluating the effectiveness of services and activities 37 46 16

Participating in community-based initiatives or events 22 61 17

Problem solving and critical thinking 82 16 2

TABLE 4

Percentage of Environmental Health Professionals Working in Various 
Programs in Health Departments in the United States (n = 1,735)

Environmental Health Program %

Food safety and protection 76

Public swimming pools 57

Emergency preparedness  
and response

47

Schools 46

Onsite wastewater  
(e.g., septic systems)

44

Private or onsite drinking water 43

Hotels/motels 39

Vector control 38

Body art (tattoo) 36

Day care/early child  
development facilities

34

Special events/mass gatherings 31

Campgrounds and  
recreational vehicles

30

Public drinking water systems 28

Lead prevention 25

Solid waste 25

Smoke-free ordinances 24

Children’s camps 22

Indoor air quality 22

Other recreational water  
(e.g., beaches)

21

TABLE 3

Environmental Health Program %

Healthy homes 20

Mobile homes 18

Radon control 17

Animal control 16

Hazardous waste disposal 16

Land use planning 16

Pollution prevention 14

Health-related facilities 13

Outdoor air quality 12

Hazardous materials response 11

Tobacco retailers 8

Cosmetology businesses 6

Noise pollution 6

Collection of unused 
pharmaceuticals

5

Injury prevention 5

Radiation control 5

Occupational health 4

Toxicology 4

Milk processing 3

Poison control 2

Other 28
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fessionals who lacked undergraduate prepa-
ration in the field seeking this specialization
in their graduate studies. This finding could
highlight the need to increase the availabil-
ity of EH academic programs and encourage
recruitment of their graduates to the STLT
workforce. Additionally, attention could be
given to ensure that those without an EH
degree have access to advanced training in
the EH practice. Increasing awareness of the
opportunities associated with an EH career
and the existence of accredited EH academic
programs could be essential for equipping a
workforce that has academic credentials spe-
cific to the profession.

The EH practice is multifaceted. Most
EH professionals appear to fill the role of
the generalist in their job function, with
responsibilities in a range of programmatic
areas. Respondents reported working in
traditional EH programs, including food
safety, private drinking water, and onsite
wastewater, along with newer priority areas
such as body art and enforcing smoke-free
ordinances. Many EH professionals had re-
sponsibilities in areas such as vector con-
trol and emergency preparedness/response,
which could reflect increased emphasis on
response to natural disasters and emerg-

ing vectorborne diseases. Most respondents
had opportunities to engage in leadership
activities, think critically, and solve prob-
lems. Leadership training and guidance
are essential for preparing EH profession-
als to address new and emerging challenges
and guide continual transformation of the
workforce (CDC, 2003).

Our findings confirm anecdotal evidence
that EH professionals play an important
role in protecting and promoting commu-
nity health beyond traditional EH roles and
responsibilities. We report here that 17% of
respondents worked on public health efforts
outside of EH, and of those, 37% spent more
than half of their time in a non-EH program.
In other words, about 5% of survey respon-
dents reported spending more than half of
their time working in non-EH functions.
For many rural health departments, the EH
professional likely represents the largest
and most stable governmental public health
workforce constituent. This condition likely
arises from the fee-for-service nature of EH
programming, which inherently provides
staffing stability.

Most respondents (90%) reported they
had completed training in the last year and
an almost equal percentage received travel

support to attend training, which indicates
that EH professionals have access to train-
ing opportunities for up-to-date information
on current EH topics, along with scientific
and technological advances. At the same
time, 95% of the respondents felt additional
leadership training would be beneficial. EH
professionals generally possess strong sci-
ence educations, are working in programs
outside their core responsibilities, and are
likely to represent the majority of the work-
force in smaller jurisdictions. These factors,
in aggregate, make a compelling case to con-
sider a national strategy to embed or dove-
tail leadership training within traditional
training that tends to be more focused on
regulatory enforcement.

It is important to note that this study fo-
cused on EH professionals practicing at STLT
health departments. The EH profession ex-
tends beyond this setting to different gov-
ernmental agencies with varying EH-related
responsibilities (Burke, Shalauta, Tran, &
Stern, 1997; Sexton & Perlin, 1990). Future
assessments would improve our understand-
ing of other EH professionals and the practice
in other government agencies and areas such
as the private sector. Although the survey re-
spondents provided a relatively broad repre-
sentation of the EH workforce, the survey re-
sults likely are not generalizable to the entire
EH workforce.

Respondent selection and response biases
can influence the representativeness of the
study findings. These biases might result from
nonresponse, not identifying EH profession-
als working in non-EH programs, including
EH professionals not currently employed by a
health department, and inadvertent inclusion
of non-EH professionals in the respondent
universe. This study was intended to provide
a general description of EH professional and
workforce characteristics. Future UNCOVER
EH publications will include in-depth statisti-
cal analyses of various topics with intentions
of determining how different characteristics
might, for example, vary among EH profes-
sionals’ educational background and position
level, along with health department size and
governmental level.

Conclusion
UNCOVER EH is an essential step forward
for assessing and understanding the EH
workforce. The next phase of the UNCOV-

Job Satisfaction Level of Environmental Health Professionals in 
Health Departments in the United States (N = 1,736)
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ER EH initiative, which includes in-person 
focus groups and workshops, as well as up-
coming publications, will delve deeper into 
current and emerging EH challenges and 
opportunities. This initiative will establish 
a primary source of EH workforce data that 
could be used to inform workforce develop-
ment initiatives, support improvement of 
the practice, establish uniform benchmarks 
and professional competencies, and effec-
tively allocate funds to support improve-
ment of the practice.

The EH profession and practice is dynam-
ic, plays a critical role in protecting public 

health, and must continue to evolve to meet 
future needs and challenges. To meet calls to 
enhance the public health workforce, such 
as those presented by Public Health 3.0 and 
the National Consortium for Public Health 
Workforce Development, the EH profession 
will be required to continually advance its ap-
proaches and strategic skills (DeSalvo et al., 
2017; National Consortium for Public Health 
Workforce Development, 2017). Vigilant ob-
servation of EH practice trends is essential 
for maintaining a well-prepared and well-
equipped workforce ready to meet tomor-
row’s challenges. 

Disclaimer: The findings and conclusions in 
this report are those of the author(s) and do 
not necessarily represent the official position 
of CDC.
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 B U I L D I N G  C A PA C I T Y

Darryl Booth, MBA

L ike test driving a car along a preap-
proved route or laying on a mattress 
under the fl uorescent lights of a show-

room, we are sometimes expected to make 
critically important recommendations with 
just a sliver of information. This experience 
can also occur in your offi ce when your team 
joins a meeting in which a potential vendor 
demonstrates (demos) its software. Eventu-
ally you’re asked, “What did you think?”

I’ve attended hundreds of such meetings 
and for the most part, all participants are 
keenly interested in matching a health depart-
ment’s needs to the product’s capabilities. The 
demo is a “good one” when the features match 

your needs and interest is raised. If the ven-
dor can also spotlight some new sexy technol-
ogy—the wow factor—even better.

We know intuitively and by experience 
that the software demo serves to set expecta-
tions and convey the promise of some pos-
sible future state. Perhaps that’s fi ne but let’s 
do even better!

Before the Demo
Start by preparing the demonstrator. Let it 
be known what you want to focus and spend 
the most time on. Declare who will be in the 
room and their various interests. In your 
proposed demo outline or script, emphasize 

the underlying business need and not the 
exact process.

It’s very useful to share fee schedules, 
forms, workflow diagrams, and reports 
in advance. Please don’t expect, however, a 
tailored presentation that shows exactly how 
the fi nal system will be confi gured. That level 
of preparation can take weeks or months. 

Applied evenly, such practices normalize 
competing software solutions.

Finally, confi rm what environment you’ll 
provide. An Internet connection and projec-
tion system (e.g., screen or large monitors) is 
normally expected.

A quick note on remote (web-based) 
demos. If the health department is in its 
decision-making phase, a face-to-face 
demo is appropriate. When the health 
department is just in discovery mode, feel 
free to suggest a remote demo. There are 
2,500 health departments in the U.S. and 
face-to-face visits are not always practical 
or responsible options.

If your presenter is traveling to be with you 
in person, it’s appropriate to share recom-
mendations for travel and lodging.

Commit to Prepare
If you’re part of a selection committee, you’ve 
already studied and scored the vendor’s writ-
ten proposals. Those pages should be open 
and cross-referenced to the presenter’s con-
tent. Follow along the script or outline.

Don’t trust your memory and plan on 
taking notes. Notes might include follow-
up questions, scores, and deliverables. For 
follow-up (and to avoid going off schedule), 
it’s a good practice to designate a scribe. 
The scribe will capture follow-up items and 
details to be delivered after the meeting.

Edi tor ’s  Note : A need exists within environmental health agencies 

to increase their capacity to perform in an environment of diminishing 

resources. With limited resources and increasing demands, we need to seek 

new approaches to the business of environmental health. Acutely aware of 
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Building Capacity—a joint effort to educate, reinforce, and build upon 
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provide readers with insight into the Building Capacity initiative, as well 

as be a conduit for fostering the capacity building of environmental health 
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the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of NEHA.
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Visit the proposer’s website and LinkedIn
pages. Read a few relevant social media and blog
posts. Get the fl avor of the organization’s values.

Demo Day
If you are leading the demo, show your
leadership by setting a productive tone
before introductions. For example, leaders
can start the demo by saying, “A product
demonstration can be stress inducing. Let’s
agree that we’re here today to learn through
active listening and by asking intelligent
questions. Some items will require follow
up. That’s okay as our scribe will capture
those deliverables and share the notes with
all in attendance.”

Ask your presenter if the demo is live. Is
the actual proposed software being used? If
so, keep an eye on performance, keeping in
mind that a good demo will use a fast com-
puter with all the bells and whistles.

It should be acceptable for the presenter
to explain that a certain suggested feature is
not available. Overreaching engineering solu-
tions on the fl y should be avoided.

Also, it’s okay for the health department to
learn about alternate ways to conduct their
business. Use your scribe to keep things mov-
ing along.

In Closing
To the person giving the demo, I respectfully
offer this counsel. Go slowly. Your audience
has a hundred other responsibilities they’ve
put on hold for your meeting. Give them
each time to internalize what you are say-
ing. Be prepared to go off script. It’s so very
powerful when the person at podium is
clearly an expert.

Finally, always remember that we’re all
here to elevate the profession of environ-
mental health in our shared mission to pro-
tect our communities. Have a great demo!

Corresponding Author: Darryl Booth, General
Manager, Environmental Health, Accela,
2633 Camino Ramon #500, San Ramon, CA
94583. E-mail: dbooth@accela.com.
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 D I R E C T  F R O M  C D C  E N V I R O N M E N TA L  H E A LT H  S E R V I C E S

A n estimated 400,000 New Mexicans 
rely on drinking water from private 
wells, particularly in rural areas. 

Private well water quality is unregulated in 
the state; therefore, public health plays an es-
sential role in helping to mitigate health risks 
associated with contaminated private well 
drinking water through education, outreach, 
and response. 

One essential function of the New Mexico 
Department of Health (NMDOH) Epidemiol-
ogy and Response Division’s (ERD) Private 

Wells Program, under the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention’s Safe Water for 
Community Health (Safe WATCH) program, 
is well owner outreach and linking well own-
ers/users to testing and educational resources. 
This function is especially important before, 
during, and after natural disaster events that 
could impact private well water quality. Pro-
viding resources to well users occurs through 
program and community partnerships. This 
column will illustrate how the Private Wells 
Program proactively used both established 

and new program partnerships to reduce 
public health risk during a community’s envi-
ronmental events.

Disaster Response Case Study
The public health concerns in the village 
of Ute Park, a mountainous community in 
northern New Mexico, began May 31, 2018, 
with the Ute Park Wildfire burning as near 
as 1 mile from the village (Figure 1). The 
fire, contained on June 17, 2018, burned over 
36,000 acres and left the ground charred and 
unable to absorb water, creating ideal condi-
tions for flash flooding. By mid-June 2018, 
flash flooding, an expressed concern of resi-
dents, was expected and the large burn scar 
in the Ute Park area was considered espe-
cially vulnerable.

Collaborative Response
The NMDOH-ERD Environmental Health 
Epidemiology Bureau’s response, coordinated 
by the Private Wells Program, included com-
piling information packets. The information 
packet content included 
• how to protect a well before, during, and 

after a flood;
• disinfection guidelines;
• well contractor hiring guidelines; 
• a certified laboratory list; and 
• information on reducing exposure to mold. 

As the New Mexico Office of the State 
Engineer and Ute Park fire chief communi-
cated together, they learned that an estimated 
50 full-time Ute Park residents (with an addi-
tional 150 vacation/seasonal properties) had 
a private drinking water well. The Private 
Wells Program worked with the New Mexico 

Edi tor ’s  Note :  NEHA strives to provide up-to-date and relevant 

information on environmental health and to build partnerships in the 

profession. In pursuit of these goals, we feature this column on environmental 

health services from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 

in every issue of the Journal. 

In these columns, authors from CDC’s Water, Food, and Environmental 
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resources. The conclusions in these columns are those of the author(s) and 

do not necessarily represent the official position of CDC. 
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Office of the State Engineer to obtain contact
information for known area well owners.
Packets were mailed to about 40 owners of
permitted drinking water wells.

The local fire chief received a concern
about septic overflow during a flood event.
Area wells are shallow with a high prevalence
of septic systems and testing well water for

bacteria after a flood is a common public
health recommendation. The Private Wells
Program and the New Mexico Environment
Department, in coordination with the fire
chief, worked to provide the community
a free well water testing fair for area well
users approximately 10 days after flooding
occurred. These water testing fairs routinely
offer free tests for pH, conductivity, fluoride,
iron, sulfate, nitrate, and arsenic. The Private
Wells Program, with New Mexico Environ-
ment Department partners and technical
assistance from the NMDOH-ERD Environ-
mental Health Epidemiology Bureau, also
offered free testing for coliforms and E. coli.
The Private Wells Program, in partnership
with the New Mexico Environmental Public
Health Tracking program, developed digital
and print educational materials specific to
waterborne disease and private wells.

This event allowed the agency’s private wells
epidemiologist to deliver on-site education
and supplementary educational material to the
35 residents who attended the event. In cases
where the water tests had concerning results,
NMDOH followed up with the residents.

Evaluation and Next Steps
Anecdotal information from community mem-
bers suggested well owners, in response to the
information packets, were following public
health recommendations and some had made
physical modifications to their wells prior to
flooding. To confirm these impressions and
evaluate the overall response effort, the Private
Wells Program issued a survey to area property
owners. To ensure relevance of the survey, a
content validity index was computed based on
feedback from four experts.

Survey respondents (n = 25) received the
survey via e-mail through the homeowners
association in Ute Park. Of these respon-
dents, only 28% (n = 7) received or saw a
resource packet from NMDOH. Questions
used a 5-point Likert scale to assess the
packet’s influence on precautionary measures
taken with the well. The scale ranged from 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), with
3 representing a neutral answer.

Of those that received or saw a packet, the
average answer was 3.66, an average neutral-
agree response that shows a slightly above
neutral effect of the well packet on well own-
ers taking precautionary measures. Residents
were asked about the precautionary measures

Location of Colfax County and Ute Park, New Mexico
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used to protect their wells. Approximately 
half of the respondents took no precaution-
ary measures, with 24% (n = 6) of well own-
ers protecting against water getting into the 
well and storing safe drinking water. Only 8% 
(n = 2) of well owners made physical modi-
fi cations to the well and removed possible 
contamination sources from near the well-
head (Figure 2).

Of the participants that had their well 
water tested after fl ooding (n = 6), 67% (n = 
4) were infl uenced to test their water because 
they learned about water quality and well 
testing from the packet and 83% (n = 5) were 
infl uenced to test because of the water testing 
fair offered nearby.

Based on evaluation results, distribution net-
works need to be improved to reach well own-
ers to maximize the effect of outreach efforts. 
While the packet did not have a large effect on 
a well owner’s decision to take precautionary 
measures, the packet and availability of a water 
testing event did infl uence well testing behavior 
in a large percentage of participants.

Challenges
Finding and reaching well owners in a timely 
manner during disaster responses in New 
Mexico is a challenge. Finding current well 
owner and well location information in an 
easy-to-use format can also be challenging 
and time consuming. Although the Private 

Wells Program is developing a comprehen-
sive database, the effort is ongoing and gaps 
exist. The need for such a database is high-
lighted during response events. Such chal-
lenges are mitigated through communication 
with agency and community partners. Utiliz-
ing existing program partnerships and culti-
vating a community relationship before and 
after fl ooding occurred were essential to this 
response effort. 

Corresponding Author: Rose Galbraith, Pri-
vate Wells Epidemiologist, New Mexico 
Department of Health, 1190 Saint Francis 
Drive, Suite N1300, Santa Fe, NM 87505.
E-mail: rose.galbraith@state.nm.us.
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Doug Farquhar, JD

 D I R E C T  F R O M  N C S L

I ntroduction
In 2018, state legislatures introduced 
3,486 bills related to environmental health 

and enacted 686 (20%) of the bills. This num-
ber of bills is the most on environmental health 
that the National Conference of State Legisla-
tures (NCSL) has seen since it began tracking 
the issue back in 2012. Bills on environmental 
health have almost doubled in the past 7 years. 
Since 2012, states have introduced 22,727 bills 
related to environmental health.

The most common environmental health 
issue state legislatures addressed in 2018 
dealt with toxics and chemicals. The 46 legis-
latures in session in 2018 (Montana, Nevada, 
North Dakota, and Texas did not hold ses-
sions) introduced 950 pieces of legislation 
regarding toxics and chemicals and enacted 
126 (13%) of the bills. The foremost issue 
was lead hazards and 19 states passed 40 bills 
on lead. Not far behind was the issue of food 

safety, with states enacting or adopting 188 
(21%) of the 898 bills introduced.

Wastewater was the third most popu-
lar issue with 707 bills introduced and 148 
(21%) enacted. Colorado enacted laws allow-
ing the reuse of graywater. Hawaii enacted 
several bills regarding cesspools in the state. 
Maine enacted 5 bills related to wastewa-
ter, Maryland enacted 10, North Carolina 
enacted 4, and Virginia enacted 5.

Drinking water was the fourth most popu-
lar issue with 595 bills introduced and 109 
(18%) enacted. California enacted 29 bills 
related to drinking water. Legislation on 
per- and polyfl uoroalkyl substances (PFAS) 
in drinking water was adopted in Michigan, 
New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, 
Vermont, and Washington.

Due to space limitations, a condensed 
version of the full report is presented here. 
Readers can access the full report at www.

neha.org/jeh/supplemental or access NCSL’s 
Environmental Health State Bill Tracking 
Database at www.ncsl.org/research/environ
ment-and-natural-resources/environmental-
health-legislation-database.aspx.

Asthma
In 2018, 65 bills regarding asthma were intro-
duced in 13 states and 12 bills were enacted 
or adopted in 8 states. Examples include:
• Arizona enacted 2 bills related to asthma. HB 

2085 allows for a school employee to admin-
ister epinephrine injectors. HB 2323 autho-
rizes a nurse under contract with a school to 
administer an inhaler to students in respira-
tory distress and receive civil immunity.

• Illinois enacted 3 asthma bills. SB 1846 
requires the Department of Public Health 
to include asthma in the standard school 
health examination. SB 3015 amends the 
school code to authorize a school nurse or 
trained personnel to provide asthma medi-
cation to a student. SB 2889, the Epineph-
rine Administration Act, allows a health-
care practitioner to prescribe epinephrine 
prefi lled syringes and provides for entities 
to acquire and stock supply of undesig-
nated epinephrine prefi lled syringes.

• Nebraska’s L 487 provides immunity pro-
tections with respect to asthma and allergic 
reactions.

Body Art
Legislatures introduced 86 bills related to 
body art, tattooing, or cosmetics and 19 bills 
were enacted by 11 states. Examples include: 
• California SB 1249 bans the sale of any cos-

metics that were tested on animals.
• In Idaho, the legislature enacted the Barber 

and Cosmetology Services Act and Licens-

Edi tor ’s  Note : NEHA’s Government Affairs program has a long and 
productive association with the National Conference of State Legislatures 
(NCSL). The organizations have worked together on numerous legislative 
and policy areas that directly impact the environmental health profession. 
One of the keys to the successes of this collaboration has been the recognition 
of the fact that often some of the most signifi cant legislation and policy 
initiatives related to environmental health occur in state legislatures. The 
states have, in a very real sense, been the innovators in developing new 
programs and practices. In recognition of this fact, we have asked NCSL 
to provide occasional overviews of state environmental health legislative 
activity, covering topics that are of the most pressing public concern

Doug Farquhar, director for NCSL’s Environmental Health Program, 
has worked with NCSL since 1990. Mr. Farquhar directs development, 
management, and research for the Environmental Health Program.

Enacted 2018 State 
Environmental Health 
Legislation
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ing Board (SB 1324) to require training and 
licensing for cosmetology professionals.

• The Kentucky legislature clarified that bar-
bers who provide services for hospice or 
deceased persons must be licensed (H 260).

• Nebraska’s L 731 amends the Cosmetol-
ogy, Electrology, Esthetics, Nail Technol-
ogy, and Body Art Practice Act to include 
mobile cosmetology salons.

• South Dakota’s SB 30 authorizes municipali-
ties to adopt sanitary standards for tattoo and 
body piercing establishments, including the 
regulation of the practice of microblading.

Children’s Environmental Health
Legislatures adopted 7 bills and enacted 36 
bills in 18 states regarding children’s environ-
mental health topics. Examples include:
• California enacted 7 bills related to chil-

dren’s environmental health, with 4 bills 
related to lead poisoning. SB 1041 requires 
the Department of Health to report on the 
number of children enrolled in MediCal 
who have had blood-lead screening tests. 
SB 1097 requires the department to incor-
porate lead poisoning data into its Healthy 
Communities Data and Indicators project. 
AB 1316 changes the definition of lead poi-
soning to include concentrations of lead in 
arterial or cord blood and establishes a stan-
dard of care including the risk factors for 
whether a child is at risk for lead poisoning. 
AB 2370 requires child day care facilities, 
upon enrolling or reenrolling any child, to 
provide the parent with written information 
on the risks and effects of lead exposure and 
blood-lead testing recommendations.

• The legislature in Illinois enacted 5 bills and 
adopted 2 bills on children’s environmental 
health. The legislature is urging the state to 
monitor and actively participate in federal 
crumb rubber testing to ensure it is safe for 
indoor and outdoor recreational facilities 
(SR 118). HR 790 urges home economics be 
brought back to high school curriculums, 
including provisions on the effects of food on 
well-being and the risk for chronic disease.

• The Louisiana legislature requested the 
Department of Health to test drinking 
water at elementary schools and report the 
results to the legislature (HR 221).

• New Hampshire’s SB 247 requires landlords 
to install lead-reducing filters on faucets if 
the water exceeds U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (U.S. EPA) standards on lead.

• Oklahoma (SB 950), Ohio (HB 49), and 
Pennsylvania (HB 1228) enacted laws 
allowing students and school employees to 
bring and apply sunscreen to protect stu-
dents from the sun.

• Rhode Island enacted 2 laws related to 
children’s products and upholstered fur-
niture. SB 166 and HB 5082 prohibit the 
sale, manufacturing, and distribution of 
furniture that contains bromide or chlo-
rine bonded to carbon. SB 2179 requires 
all school buildings where students are 
in attendance to have carbon monoxide 
detectors installed and maintained.

• Tennessee SB 619 requires each local board 
of education to develop a policy to imple-
ment a program to reduce the sources of 
lead contamination in drinking water in 
public schools.

• The legislature in Washington enacted 
3 bills related to children’s environmen-
tal health. HB 1017 addresses the siting 
of schools and school facilities. HB 1095 
relates to protecting children and animals 
from poisoning by antifreeze products. SB 
5405 allows any person to possess sun-
screen products to help prevent sunburn 
while on school property, at a school-
related event or activity, or at summer 
camp, and encourages schools to educate 
students about sun-safety guidelines.

Drinking Water
Of the 595 bills introduced on drinking water, 
legislatures in 27 states enacted 97 bills and 
adopted 8 bills. Examples include:
• Alabama’s SB 180 requires a public water 

system to notify the state before initiating 
any permanent changes to fluoridation in 
their water supply.

• Arizona’s SB 1042 directs the State Fire Mar-
shal’s office to require backflow protections 
to prevent contamination of drinking water.

• California enacted 29 bills related to drink-
ing water. AB 277 establishes the water and 
wastewater loan and grant program. AB 
355 defines the parameters of a publicly-
owned water treatment system for rural 
areas. AB 574 specifies that direct potable 
reuse includes raw water augmentation 
and treated drinking water augmentation.

• Colorado amended its Drinking Water 
Project Eligibility List (SJR 3). HB 1069 
establishes control regulations for reuse of 
reclaimed domestic wastewater.

• The District of Columbia’s DCB 29 requires 
the installation of filters on sources of 
water to reduce lead in public schools.

• Illinois adopted HR 94 to encourage testing 
for Legionella in local school water systems. 

• In Louisiana, community water systems 
must maintain records of complaints, 
require training in compliance and man-
agement in certain instances, and pro-
vide to the state health officer health data 
regarding the regulation of community 
water systems (HB 894).

• The legislature in Maine limited the fee that 
the Health and Environmental Testing Labo-
ratory may charge for the testing of a residen-
tial private drinking water well (H 1327). SB 
426 directs the Maine State Housing Author-
ity to distribute state funds to organizations 
and agencies to identify at-risk individuals in 
homes with contaminated wells and assist 
eligible low-income homeowners with the 
purchase of a water well.

• Michigan’s HB 4541 provides for the duties 
of the Department of Environmental Quality 
over public water supplies, including water 
treatment and distribution systems. It also 
requires that public water supplies be over-
seen by a certified water treatment operator.

• Minnesota’s H 3660 establishes the Water 
Quality and Sustainability Account that 
provides for the testing of private wells.

• The legislature in New Hampshire enacted 
HB 431 that establishes a commission to 
study the long-term goals and requirements 
for drinking water sources along the sea-
coast. SB 453 changes the criteria for drink-
ing water grant programs and requires a 
municipality receiving water from another 
municipality’s water system to notify its 
water users about the possible presence of 
fluoride in the water. HB 1101 directs the 
Department of Environmental Services to 
set standards for PFAS in drinking water. HB 
1592 requires the department to review the 
ambient groundwater standard for arsenic.

• New York enacted SB 6655 that directs the 
Department of Health to post information 
related to emerging contaminant levels and 
educational materials, as well as requires 
information related to U.S. EPA’s Drinking 
Water Information System be available to 
public water systems and the public. SB 
7504 appropriates $500,000 to the State 
University of New York at Stony Brook to 
provide for a new laboratory testing facil-
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ity for perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and 
other chemicals.

• In North Carolina, PFAS in water is a con-
cern. SB 99 orders any person responsible 
for the discharge of industrial waste (nota-
bly PFAS chemicals) that result in con-
tamination of a private drinking water well 
to establish permanent replacement water 
supplies for affected parties.

• Oklahoma limited the licensing require-
ments of swine feeding operations if the 
operation does not contribute significantly 
to the pollution of water (HB 1304).

• Puerto Rico’s legislature adopted several 
studies regarding drinking water. SR 662 
will investigate the condition of com-
munity water systems and the sources of 
these systems following the impacts of 
Hurricanes Irma and Maria. HR 147 stud-
ies drinking water consumption in the ter-
ritory. HR 12 seeks to study the status of 
drinking water systems in the North Cen-
tral Region and HR 374 looks at nitrates in 
drinking water systems.

• The Tennessee legislature requires public 
water systems with excessive levels of fluo-
ride to notify all customers of the fluoride 
level (SB 683).

• The legislature in Vermont appropriated 
$750,000 to provide for an action plan to 
clean up PFAS chemicals in Bennington 
(HB 16).

• Virginia enacted HB 1035 to give priority to 
the development of water sources to serve as 
alternatives to the withdrawal of groundwa-
ter from the coastal plain aquifer. HB 1608 
authorizes the Water Quality Improvement 
Fund to support cost-effective technologies 
to reduce phosphorus, nitrogen, or nitrogen 
containing ammonia to meet the require-
ments of federal regulations associated with 
the reduction of ammonia.

• Washington’s SB 6901 seeks to ensure that 
water is available to support residential devel-
opment and requires an adequate water sup-
ply within the water resource inventory area.

• Wisconsin’s SB 48 permits for public 
funds be used for private lead service line 
replacements. AB 226 provides local assis-
tance to remediate contaminated wells and 
failing wastewater treatment systems.

Indoor Air Quality
Legislatures adopted 10 bills and enacted 52 
bills in 22 states. Examples include:

• The Alaska legislature adopted HCR 29 that 
prohibits smoking in certain places. This bill 
was followed by SB 63 that specifies where 
smoking is prohibited, relates to municipal 
regulation of smoking in certain places, and 
allows villages and local governments the 
option to allow smoking in public places.

• The California legislature enacted the 
Healthy California Program (AB 74) that 
requires the Department of Housing and 
Community Development to establish a 
Housing for a Healthy California Program. 
The program’s purpose is to create support-
ive housing opportunities through grants 
to counties and capital loans to developers.

• The Delaware legislature created a require-
ment that lodging establishments with an 
appliance that emits carbon monoxide or 
an attached garage have working carbon 
monoxide detection devices in each dwell-
ing or sleeping unit (SB 91).

• Hawaii prohibited smoking and tobacco 
use, including the use of electronic smok-
ing devices, by any person on the premises 
of the University of Hawaii (SB 134). SB 
2783 increases the distance that smoking 
is prohibited in and around public housing 
projects and low-income housing projects 
and in older adult housing.

• In Louisiana, the legislature created a 
study committee to evaluate the state’s 
prevalence of tobacco-related illnesses 
resulting from secondhand smoking (HCR 
76). HR 109 requests the Department of 
Health to study tax- and health-related 
issues associated with vapor products and 
electronic cigarettes.

• The legislature in Nebraska enacted the 
Radon Resistant New Construction Act (L 
9) that requires the state to determine min-
imum standards for state and local build-
ing codes regarding radon.

• In New York, the legislature amended the 
Public Health Law to prohibit smoking at 
all times in facilities that provide child care 
services in a private home (AB 397).

• Rhode Island’s Public Health and Work-
place Safety Act (HB 8357) was amended 
to include electronic smoking devices, 
electronic nicotine delivery system prod-
ucts, and other products that rely on 
vaporization or aerosolization.

• Virginia enacted several laws related to 
indoor air quality. SB 149 authorizes any 
locality to designate reasonable no-smok-

ing areas within an outdoor amphitheater 
or concert venue owned by that locality, 
requires such ordinance to provide for 
adequate signage designating such areas, 
provides that a violation of such ordinance 
is subject to a civil penalty, and provides 
that civil penalties shall be expended solely 
for public health purposes. HB 1534 looks 
at cancer caused by radon and directs the 
Department of Health to review consumer 
complaints related to testing and mitiga-
tion received, directs the department to 
review the current certification require-
ments for individuals performing radon 
testing, and directs the department to 
determine the benefits of any additional 
oversight for individuals performing test-
ing and mitigation.

Pesticides
Legislatures adopted 6 bills and enacted 29 bills 
in 16 states on pesticides. Examples include:
• The legislature in Connecticut limited 

exposure to pesticides by prohibiting the 
use of residential automatic pesticide mist-
ing systems (SB 104).

• Hawaii’s SB 3095 establishes disclosure and 
public notification requirements for outdoor 
application of pesticides in various sensitive 
areas or by large-scale outdoor commercial 
agricultural operations. It also establishes a 
pilot program that creates a vegetative buf-
fer zone around five selected schools near a 
commercial agricultural production area.

• In Iowa, HB 2407 forbids a person from 
intentionally spraying, placing, discharg-
ing, or otherwise putting a pesticide off-
label into a natural lake, or an artificial 
lake connected to a natural lake, that 
is used as a source for public or private 
water supplies.

• Maryland enacted HB 400 that requires the 
state, county, or bicounty agency to pro-
vide a municipality notification at least 24 
hours before the state, county, or bicounty 
agency sprays a pesticide to control mos-
quitos within the municipality.

• Michigan enacted a law that allows residents 
to be notified of pesticide applications adja-
cent to their property. It also requires the 
state to maintain a voluntary registry of indi-
viduals who, due to a medically documented 
condition, are required to be notified before 
the application of a lawn or ornamental pes-
ticide (SB 542).
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• Oklahoma’s HB 1606 relates to public 
health and safety, deletes specific herbicide 
application methods, and requires approval 
and registration of herbicides used for 
eradicating plants with the Department of 
Agriculture, Food, and Forestry.

• Utah’s HB 413 modifies provisions of the 
Pesticide Control Act regarding the require-
ments for obtaining a business registration 
certificate for a pesticide applicator business.

Swimming Pools
Legislatures in 5 states enacted 6 bills related 
to swimming pools, which were mostly 
technical changes for aquatic professionals. 
Examples include:
• California enacted 2 bills. SB 442 requires 

that pools or spas be equipped with 
drowning prevention safety features when 
a building permit is issued and requires 
home inspections to include examinations 
of pools or spas. AB 1766 requires the State 
Department of Education, in consulta-
tion with the State Department of Public 
Health, to issue best practice guidelines 
related to pool safety at K–12 schools.

• Maryland’s SB 924 authorizes the govern-
ing body of a county to adopt rules and 
regulations to govern the sanitary condi-
tion of splash pads.

• Washington’s HB 1449 exempts inflatable 
equipment operated at a temporary event 
from regulation of water recreation facilities.

Toxics and Chemicals
Legislatures adopted 16 bills in 8 states and 
enacted 110 bills in 30 states regarding toxics 
and chemicals. Examples include:
• California enacted AB 1516 that directs 

the California Department of Pesticide 
Regulation and California Environmental 
Protection Agency to allow the unlicensed 
use of pesticides if there are no appreciable 
risks if used properly. AB 2816 requires the 
department to submit a report that evalu-
ates the implementation of the Healthy 
Schools Act regarding pesticides and pro-
vides recommendations on improving the 
implementation and efficacy of that act. 

• California SB 1263 addresses microplas-
tics. The bill requires the Ocean Protec-
tion Council to adopt and implement a 
statewide microplastics strategy related to 
microplastic materials that pose an emerg-
ing concern for ocean health. The bill 

authorizes the council to enter into one or 
more contracts with marine research insti-
tutes for research services that contribute 
directly to the strategy.

• California’s AB 2901 amends the Cleaning 
Products Right-to-Know Act by updating 
references to the names of specified sub-
stances under the act and adjusting the dis-
closure on a product label and a manufactur-
er’s website information related to chemicals 
contained in the designated product.

• The Connecticut legislature enacted leg-
islation providing funding for lead abate-
ment and environmental health and safety 
concerns (SB 357).

• Delaware amended its law (HB 456) to 
prohibit the use of lead paints on outdoor 
structures, such as bridges, water towers, 
playground equipment, highways, parking 
lots, and utility towers and poles, in order 
to protect public health from the dangers 
of such paints.

• Hawaii banned the sale or distribution of 
any SPF sunscreen protection personal 
care product that contains oxybenzone or 
octinoxate without a prescription issued by 
a licensed healthcare provider (SB 2571).

• Illinois’ SB 2996 updates the state’s defi-
nition of elevated blood-lead level and 
requirements for the inspection of regu-
lated facilities occupied by children.

• Louisiana enacted HB 326 to require any 
local health officer, health unit supervisor, 
examining physician, hospital, public health 
nurse, or reporting person to report to the 
state health officer the existence and cir-
cumstances of each case of lead poisoning 
known to them and not previously reported.

• The Louisiana legislature authorized a pilot 
program to test drinking water for toxic 
chemicals in elementary schools (HB 633).

• In Maine, the legislature added language to 
the appropriations bill to require the Hous-
ing Authority to establish and administer a 
program that provides assistance, includ-
ing grants, for the abatement of lead paint 
hazards in residential housing (HB 653).

• The Michigan legislature adopted HR 228 
that proposes a framework to guide agen-
cies and ensure the most impactful and 
relevant decisions in the use of the funds 
contained in the supplemental budget 
regarding PFAS-related activities.

• In New Hampshire, if the presence of lead 
in drinking water exceeds the action level 

established by U.S. EPA, the landlord must 
notify the tenant or prospective tenant and 
must install on the kitchen faucet a filter-
ing device certified to reduce lead by NSF 
International/American National Stan-
dards Institute (NSF/ANSI) (SB 247).

• New Hampshire enacted S 309 that 
requires the commissioner of the Depart-
ment of Environmental Services to adopt 
a state drinking water standard relative to 
PFAS, establishes a toxicologist position 
and a human health risk assessor position 
in the Department of Environmental Ser-
vices, and establishes the criteria for set-
ting maximum contaminant limits for pub-
lic drinking water. 

• New York SB 7292 revises provisions 
related to lead paint remediation from 
the aboveground transit infrastructure 
and requires the City Transit Authority to 
submit a report that identifies all current 
or planned capital projects involving the 
removal of existing lead-based paint from 
any aboveground station, elevated trestle, 
or elevated subway track. The bill also 
authorizes the commissioner of health to 
take enforcement action when areas of lead 
poisoning are designated.

• North Carolina included language in its 
Appropriations Bill (S 99) to address PFAS 
contamination in the state.

• In Pennsylvania, the legislature adopted 
HR 682 that urges the U.S. Secretary of the 
Department of Health and Human Services 
to select the former Naval Air Station Joint 
Reserve Base Willow Grove; the former 
Naval Air Warfare Center Warminster; and 
Horsham, Warrington, and Warminster 
Townships for an exposure assessment and 
study on human health implications of 
PFAS contamination.

• The Tennessee legislature enacted a law 
(SB 619) that requires each local board of 
education to develop a policy to imple-
ment a program to reduce the potential 
sources of lead contamination in drinking 
water in public schools and requires notifi-
cation to governing authorities and parents 
if elevated lead levels are detected in drink-
ing water.

• The legislature in Tennessee enacted SB 
663 regarding the testing of fluoride in 
public water systems. SB 683 requires pub-
lic water systems with confirmed levels of 
fluoride to perform monthly laboratory 
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analysis of water samples for fluoride lev-
els and requires these public water systems 
to notify all customers of the fluoride level.

• Vermont enacted HB 736 that amends 
the Residential Lead-Based Paint Haz-
ard Reduction Act to include provisions 
related to the accreditation of lead-poison-
ing prevention training programs, provides 
for fees for accrediting training programs, 
and requires all healthcare providers to 
test children of specified ages for elevated 
blood-lead levels.

• Virginia enacted a bill (HB 1241) that pro-
hibits any locality from banning car wash-
ing fundraisers that use biodegradable, 
phosphate free, water-based cleaners.

• Washington addressed PFAS chemicals in 
food packaging. HB 2658 revises provi-
sions related to the use of PFAS chemi-
cals in food packaging and prohibits the 
manufacture and sale of food packaging 
to which PFAS chemicals have been inten-
tionally added in any amount. The legis-
lature also enacted SB 6413 that restricts 
the manufacturing, selling, and distribut-
ing of firefighting foam with PFAS chemi-
cals, requires a recall of firefighting foam 
products and reimbursement to retailers, 
and provides that the department must 
assist local entities in giving priority to the 
purchase of firefighter personal protective 
equipment without PFAS chemicals.

Tracking, Surveillance, and 
Biomonitoring
Legislatures adopted 1 bill and enacted 8 bills 
in 7 states regarding tracking, surveillance, 
and biomonitoring. Examples include:
• The Colorado legislature amended its pub-

lic and environmental health laboratory 
requirements to allow for certification by 
a nationally or internationally recognized 
accreditation organization that includes 
the scope of forensic toxicology (HB 1302).

• New Hampshire enacted SB 588 regard-
ing inspection of laboratories and requir-
ing laboratory certification under the 
federal Clinical Laboratory Improvement 
Amendments.

• The legislature in Utah amended the Envi-
ronmental Health Science Act (SB 15) to 
define what constitutes an accredited pro-
gram and licensure qualifications for an 
environmental health scientist and envi-
ronmental health scientist-in-training.

Wastewater
Legislatures adopted 18 bills and enacted 130 
bills on wastewater in 31 states. Examples 
include:
• Alaska’s SB 3 and HCR 9 are related to the 

regulation of wastewater discharge from 
small commercial passenger vessels.

• Arkansas’ SB 8 and HB 1007 focus on the 
modification and review of permits for liq-
uid animal waste management systems.

• In California, SB 966 requires the Water 
Resources Control Board to adopt regula-
tions for risk-based water quality standards 
for onsite treatment and reuse of nonpo-
table water.

• In Colorado, SB 38 allows reclaimed 
domestic wastewater to be used for indus-
trial hemp cultivation.

• Connecticut enacted the Sewage Spill-
age Right-to-Know Act in order to notify 
the public of unanticipated sewage spills 
(HB 5130).

• Hawaii enacted 4 bills and adopted 3 
regarding private wastewater systems. The 
legislature prohibited the installation or use 
of household aerobic units that discharge 
directly to groundwater unless approved by 
the director of health (HB 605). HB 1802 
directs the Department of Health to certify 
all qualified cesspools. HB 2043 authorizes 
counties to inspect and compel property 
owners to inspect sewer laterals under 
certain conditions and to make repairs as 
necessary. SB 2567 establishes a cesspool 
conversion working group to develop a 
long-range comprehensive plan for a state-
wide conversion of all cesspools.

• Indiana’s HB 1233 provides that the term 
“onsite sewage system” applies to systems 
that treat sewage from municipalities or 
publicly-owned treatment works. HB 1267 
establishes the Water Infrastructure Task 
Force to examine standards and practices for 
the maintenance and management of drink-
ing water systems, wastewater management 
systems, and stormwater systems, and to 
prioritize water infrastructure projects.

• The Louisiana legislature amended the 
state’s Sanitary Code to provide limita-
tions on water system testing requirements 
for certain retail food establishments (HB 
846). The state also enacted a law requir-
ing community water systems to establish 
and maintain records of complaints and 
sets forth duties of the state health officer 

with respect to regulation of community 
water systems (HB 894).

• Maine’s HB 263 increased penalties for the 
discharge of sewage, septic fluids, garbage, 
sanitary waste, or other pollutants from 
watercraft into inland waters.

• In Maryland, SB 496 authorizes the use 
of graywater for residential purposes 
and requires the state to adopt regula-
tions regarding graywater use. HB 1765 
authorizes reductions in nitrogen from an 
upgrade to an onsite sewage disposal sys-
tem to count toward a nitrogen-load reduc-
tion required in a watershed implementa-
tion plan.

• In Mississippi, the legislature enacted HB 
331 that requires advanced treatment sys-
tems be in compliance with standards for 
a Class I system as defined by NSF/ANSI 
Standard 40: Residential Onsite Systems.

• The New Hampshire legislature appropri-
ated funds (SB 57) to the Department of 
Environmental Services for the purpose of 
funding eligible drinking water and waste-
water projects under the state aid grant 
program, as well as made an appropriation 
from the drinking water and groundwater 
trust fund to the Department of Environ-
mental Services to address drinking water 
contamination in Amherst.

• Puerto Rico’s SR 662 orders the Senate 
Committee on Environmental Health and 
Natural Resources to investigate the condi-
tion of community water systems in Puerto 
Rico and the natural water resources that 
nourish these systems after the passage of 
Hurricanes Irma and Maria, as well as their 
effect on public health.

• Virginia’s HB 888 directs the Department 
of Health to take steps to eliminate evalu-
ation and design services provided by the 
department for onsite sewage systems and 
private wells and provides specific require-
ments and a timeline for such elimination. 

Disclaimer: This column summarizes state 
law or legislation and is the property of 
NCSL. It is intended as a reference for state 
legislatures and their staff. NCSL makes no 
warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for third 
party use of this information, or represents 
that its use by such third parties would not 
infringe on privately owned rights.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Food Safety Inspector
UL Everclean is a leader in retail inspections. We offer opportunities across the country. We currently have openings for trained professionals to 
conduct audits in restaurants and grocery stores. Past or current food safety inspection experience is required.

If you are interested in an opportunity near you, please send your resume to Attn: Sethany Dogra at Lst.Ras.Resumes@ul.com or visit our 
website at www.evercleanservices.com. 

In addition to food safety inspectors, we are also looking for GMP auditors for OTC, dietary supplement, and medical device applications. If 
interested, contact Diane Elliott at Diane.Elliott@ul.com to apply or receive further information. 

United States
Albany, NY
Albuquerque, NM
Amarillo, TX
Billings, MT
Birmingham, AL
Boise, ID
Boston, MA

Buffalo, NY
Cedar Rapids, IA
Charleston, SC
Coeur d’Alene, ID
Corpus Christi, TX
Eureka, CA
Fresno, CA
Galveston, TX

Grand Junction, CO
Honolulu, HI
Idaho Falls, ID
Little Rock, AR
Los Angeles, CA
Lubbock, TX
Miami, FL
Midland, TX

Missoula, MT
Montgomery, AL
Oakland, CA
Odessa, TX
Orlando, FL
Owatonna, MN
Providence, RI
Rapid City, SD

Richmond, VA
Rochester, NY
Sioux Falls, SD
Syracuse, NY
Wichita, KS
Yuma, AZ

Canada
British Columbia
Calgary
Montreal
Toronto
Vancouver
Winnipeg

Find a Job
Fill a Job

Where the 
“best of the best” consult... 

N E H A ’ s 
C a r e e r  C e n t e r

First job listing FREE

for city, county, and 

state health departments 

with a NEHA member and for 

active NEHA educational and 

sustaining members.

For more information, please 

visit neha.org/careers.

NEHA has created a NEHA Culture web page where you can learn about 
its amazing staff and gain insight into what it’s like to work at NEHA. 
You can also view and apply for open positions at NEHA. Check it out at 
www.neha.org/about-neha/neha-culture. 

Did You 
Know? ?

NEHA has created a NEHA Culture web page where you can learn about 

?
NEHA has created a NEHA Culture web page where you can learn about 
its amazing staff and gain insight into what it’s like to work at NEHA. ?its amazing staff and gain insight into what it’s like to work at NEHA. ?You can also view and apply for open positions at NEHA. Check it out at ?You can also view and apply for open positions at NEHA. Check it out at 
www.neha.org/about-neha/neha-culture. ?www.neha.org/about-neha/neha-culture. 
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CONNECTED COMMUNITIES

ARE HEALTHY COMMUNITIES

Citizens are the lifeblood of every community, and environmental health inspection and compliance 

processes can help protect their well-being. Your community thrives when food and hazardous 

materials are properly regulated.

Tyler’s DHD software uses live data, mobile-responsive community websites, 

deep analytics, and forms to keep your community compliant and healthy.

Learn more about how you can manage inspections and 
compliance with touchpoint simplicity at tylertech.com/dhd.

You take the health and safety of your citizens seriously. So do we.
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EH C A L E N D A R

UPCOMING NEHA CONFERENCES

July 9–12, 2019: NEHA 2019 Annual Educational Conference 
& Exhibition, Nashville, TN. For more information, visit 
www.neha.org/aec.

July 13–16, 2020: NEHA 2020 Annual Educational Conference 
& Exhibition, New York, NY.

July 12–15, 2021: NEHA 2021 Annual Educational Conference 
& Exhibition, Spokane, WA.

NEHA AFFILIATE AND REGIONAL LISTINGS

Alabama
October 16–18, 2019: Annual Conference, hosted by the 
Alabama Environmental Health Association, Lake Eufaula, AL. 
For more information, visit www.aeha-online.com.

Colorado
September 17–20, 2019: Annual Education Conference, hosted 
by the Colorado Environmental Health Association, Keystone, 
CO. For more information, visit www.cehaweb.com.

Florida
July 30–August 2, 2019: Annual Education Meeting, hosted 
by the Florida Environmental Health Association, Howey in the 
Hills, FL. For more information, visit www.feha.org/events.

Georgia
June 12–14, 2019: Annual Education Conference, hosted by the 
Georgia Environmental Health Association, Stone Mountain, GA. 
For more information, visit www.geha-online.org.

Illinois

September 16–17, 2019: South Chapter Annual Educational 
Conference, hosted by the South Chapter of the Illinois 
Environmental Health Association, Marion, IL. For more 
information, visit www.iehaonline.org.

November 4–5, 2019: Annual Educational Conference, hosted 
by the Illinois Environmental Health Association, Utica, IL. 
For more information, visit www.iehaonline.org.

Kentucky
July 24–26, 2019: 2019 Interstate Environmental Health 
Seminar, hosted by Eastern Kentucky University Department 
of Environmental Health Science, Richmond, KY. For more 
information, visit www.ehsky.org.

Montana
September 17–18, 2019: 2019 MPHA/MEHA Conference, 
hosted by the Montana Public Health and Environmental 
Health Associations, Bozeman, MT. For more information, 
visit www.mehaweb.org.

Nebraska
September 25–26, 2019: NEHA Region 4 Fall Conference, 
hosted by the Nebraska Environmental Health Association, 
Omaha, NE. For more information, visit 
www.nebraskaneha.com/region4conference.html.

Texas
October 14–18, 2019: 64th Annual Educational Conference, 
hosted by the Texas Environmental Health Association, Austin, 
TX. For more information, visit www.myteha.org.

Wisconsin
October 16–18, 2019: Annual Educational Conference, hosted 
by the Wisconsin Environmental Health Association, Elkhart 
Lake, WI. For more information, visit www.weha.net.

TOPICAL LISTING

Recreational Water
October 16–18, 2019: 16th Annual World Aquatic Health 
Conference, hosted by the National Swimming Pool 
Foundation, Williamsburg, VA. For more information, 
visit www.nspf.org/wahc.

Water Quality
September 11–13, 2019: Legionella Conference 2019, 
presented by NSF International and the National Environmental 
Health Association, Los Angeles, CA. For more information, 
visit www.legionellaconference.org.   

?
You can share your event with the environmental health community by 

posting it directly on NEHA’s community calendar at www.neha.org/news-

events/community-calendar. Posting is easy (and free) and is a great way 

to bring attention to your event. You can also fi nd listings for upcoming 

conferences and webinars from NEHA and other organizations. 

Did You 
Know?
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www.hedgerowso�ware.com

Hedgehog Application Suite
A comprehensive environmental health

data management solution.

Hedgehog
The robust database engine.

The online services framework.
Quill Portal
Hedgehog

The public transparency source.
Disclosure Site
Hedgehog

THANK YOU for 
Supporting the NEHA/AAS 

Scholarship Fund

American Academy  
of Sanitarians
Louis E. Anello
Thomas E. Arbizu
Gary Baker
James J. Balsamo, Jr.
Rebecca S. Blocker
Freda W. Bredy
Corwin D. Brown
D. Gary Brown
Karen A. Brown
Kimberley Carlton
Valerie Cohen
Brian K. Collins
John Coulon
Stacie Duitsman
Tambra Dunams
Wiles C. Edison
EKS&H LLLP
Eric S. Hall
Carolyn H. Harvey
Donna M. Houston
Lara Kirtley
Keith L. Krinn
Maria G. Lara
Morgan Lawson
John P. Leffel
Matthew A. Lindsey
Sandra M. Long
M. Elizabeth Marder
Lynette Medeiros
Luz Mendez

George A. Morris
Milton A. Morris
Paschal Nwako
Mindy Olivera
Joe Otterbein
Carey A. Panier
Susan V. Parris
Robert W. Powitz
Kristen Pybus
Vince Radke
Faith M. Ray
Richard L. Roberts
Welford C. Roberts
Deborah M. Rosati
Randell Ruszkowski
Jesse Saavedra
Fuen-Su A. Sang-Chiang
Labib Sarikin Samari
Zia Siddiqi
LCDR James Speckhart
Stephen Spence
Janet Stout
M.L. Tanner
Stephen Thompson
Robert Torres
Constantine Unanka
Dawn Whiting
Donald B. Williams
Regina Young
Webster Young
Linda L. Zaziski

To donate , visit www.neha.org/about-neha/donate.
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RESOURCE CORNER

Resource Corner highlights different resources that NEHA has available to meet your education and 
training needs. These timely resources provide you with information and knowledge to advance your 
professional development. Visit NEHA’s online Bookstore for additional information about these and 
many other pertinent resources!

REHS/RS Study Guide (4th Edition)
National Environmental Health Association (2014)

The Registered Environmental Health Spe-
cialist/Registered Sanitarian (REHS/RS) cre-
dential is National Environmental Health 
Association’s (NEHA) premier credential. 
This study guide provides a tool for indi-
viduals to prepare for the REHS/RS exam 
and has been revised and updated to reflect 
changes and advancements in technologies 
and theories in the environmental health 

and protection field. The study guide covers the following topic 
areas: general environmental health; statutes and regulations; food 
protection; potable water; wastewater; solid and hazardous waste; 
zoonoses, vectors, pests, and poisonous plants; radiation protection; 
occupational safety and health; air quality; environmental noise; 
housing sanitation; institutions and licensed establishments; swim-
ming pools and recreational facilities; and disaster sanitation.
308 pages / Paperback
Member: $149 / Nonmember: $179

Handbook of Environmental Health, Volume 1: 
Biological, Chemical, and Physical Agents of 
Environmentally Related Disease (4th Edition)
Herman Koren and Michael Bisesi (2003)

A must for the reference library of anyone 
in the environmental health profession, 
this book focuses on factors that are gen-
erally associated with the internal envi-
ronment. It was written by experts in the 
field and copublished with NEHA. A vari-
ety of environmental issues are covered 
such as food safety, food technology, 
insect and rodent control, indoor air qual-
ity, hospital environment, home environ-
ment, injury control, pesticides, industrial 
hygiene, instrumentation, and much 

more. Environmental issues, energy, practical microbiology and 
chemistry, risk assessment, emerging infectious diseases, laws, 
toxicology, epidemiology, human physiology, and the effects of 
the environment on humans are also covered. Study reference for 
NEHA’s REHS/RS credential exam.
790 pages / Hardback
Volume 1: Member: $195 / Nonmember: $215
Two-Volume Set: Member: $349 / Nonmember: $379

Certified Professional-Food Safety Manual  
(3rd Edition)
National Environmental Health Association (2014)

The Certified Professional-Food Safety 
(CP-FS) credential is well respected 
throughout the environmental health and 
food safety field. This manual has been 
developed by experts from across the vari-
ous food safety disciplines to help candi-
dates prepare for NEHA’s CP-FS exam. 
This book contains science-based, in-
depth information about causes and pre-

vention of foodborne illness, HACCP plans and active managerial 
control, cleaning and sanitizing, conducting facility plan reviews, 
pest control, risk-based inspections, sampling food for laboratory 
analysis, food defense, responding to food emergencies and food-
borne illness outbreaks, and legal aspects of food safety.
358 pages / Spiral-bound paperback
Member: $179 / Nonmember: $209

Handbook of Environmental Health, Volume 2: 
Pollutant Interactions With Air, Water, and Soil 
(4th Edition)
Herman Koren and Michael Bisesi (2003)

A must for the reference library of anyone 
in the environmental health profession, 
this book focuses on factors that are gen-
erally associated with the outdoor envi-
ronment. It was written by experts in the 
field and copublished with NEHA. A vari-
ety of environmental issues are covered 
such as toxic air pollutants and air quality 
control; risk assessment; solid and haz-
ardous waste problems and controls; safe 
drinking water problems and standards; 
onsite and public sewage problems and 

control; plumbing hazards; air, water, and solid waste programs; 
technology transfer; GIS and mapping; bioterrorism and security; 
disaster emergency health programs; ocean dumping; and much 
more. Study reference for NEHA’s REHS/RS credential exam.
876 pages / Hardback
Volume 2: Member: $195 / Nonmember: $215
Two-Volume Set: Member: $349 / Nonmember: $379 
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updated from 5.19; 
edited

NEHA ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERS
Sustaining Members

Advanced Fresh Concepts Corp.
www.afcsushi.com
Allegheny County Health Department
www.achd.net
American Chemistry Council
www.americanchemistry.com
Baltimore City Health Department, 
Offi ce of Chronic Disease Prevention
https://health.baltimorecity.gov/
programs/health-resources-topic
Bureau of Community and 
Children’s Environmental Health, 
Lead Program
www.houstontx.gov/health/
Environmental/community_
childrens.html
City of Racine Public Health 
Department
http://cityofracine.org/Health
City of St. Louis Department 
of Health
www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/
departments/health

Colorado Department of Public 
Health and Environment, Division 
of Environmental Health and 
Sustainability, DPU
www.colorado.gov/pacifi c/cdphe/dehs

Diversey, Inc.
www.diversey.com

Eastern Idaho Public Health 
Department
www.phd7.idaho.gov

Georgia Department of Public Health, 
Environmental Health Section
http://dph.georgia.gov/environmental-
health

Giant Eagle, Inc.
www.gianteagle.com

Health Department of Northwest 
Michigan
www.nwhealth.org

HealthSpace USA Inc
www.healthspace.com

IAPMO R&T
www.iapmort.org

Jackson County Environmental 
Health
www.jacksongov.org/442/
Environmental-Health-Division
Jefferson County Public Health 
(Colorado)
http://jeffco.us/public-health
Kanawha-Charleston Health 
Department
http://kchdwv.org
LaMotte Company
www.lamotte.com
North Bay Parry Sound District 
Health Unit
www.myhealthunit.ca/en/index.asp
NSF International
www.nsf.org
Oklahoma Department of 
Environmental Quality
www.deq.state.ok.us
Ozark River Portable Sinks
www.ozarkriver.com
Procter & Gamble Co.
www.us.pg.com
SAI Global, Inc.
www.saiglobal.com

Salcor, Inc.
jscruver@aol.com
Seattle & King County 
Public Health
www.kingcounty.gov/depts/health.
aspx
Starbucks Coffee Company
www.starbucks.com
Steritech Group, Inc.
www.steritech.com
Sweeps Software, Inc.
www.sweepssoftware.com
Taylor Technologies, Inc.
www.taylortechnologies.com
Texas Roadhouse
www.texasroadhouse.com
Tyler Technologies
www.tylertech.com
Washington County Environmental 
Health (Oregon)
www.co.washington.or.us/hhs/
environmentalhealth
Yakima Health District
www.yakimacounty.us/275/Health-
District 

Note. As of October 1, 2018, NEHA no longer offers organizational memberships. We will continue to print this section in the Journal to honor 
the membership benefi ts due to these listed organizations until their memberships expire. For more information about NEHA membership, visit 
www.neha.org/membership-communities/join.

neha.org/membership-communities/join

Join the only community of people as dedicated 
as you are about protecting human health and 
the environment.

Begin connecting today through NEHA membership.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
It’s a tough job.
That’s why you love it.That’s why you love it.That’s why you love it.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
It’s a tough job.
That’s why you love it.
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SUSTAINABILITYOn Farm 

Food Processing

Distribution and Retail

Food Equipment

Dietary Supplements

Organic Foods

Performance and Safety

Energy Efficiency

Filtration and 
Recirculation Components

HACCP

Allergens

Plan Review

SQF, BRC, IFS

Food Equipment

Traceability and Recall

Supply Chain Food Safety

Life Cycle Analysis

Green Building Products

Environmental Declarations

WaterSense®

Energy Star

Individual Onsite 
Wastewater Treatment Systems

Advanced Treatment Systems

Water Reuse

Residential Point-of-Entry/
Point-of-Use Treatment Units

Municipal Treatment Chemicals

 Distribution System Components

Plumbing and Devices

Visit www.nsf.org/regulatory to submit inquiries,
request copies of NSF standards or join the regulatory mailing list.

NSF International • 1-800-NSF-MARK • www.nsf.org/regulatory

Standards • Audits • Testing • Certification
Code Compliance • Webinars • Regulatory Support
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SPECIAL LISTING

National Officers

President—Vince Radke, MPH, RS,  
CP-FS, DLAAS, CPH, Environmental 
Health Specialist, Atlanta, GA. 
President@neha.org

President-Elect—Priscilla Oliver, PhD, 
Life Scientist, Atlanta, GA. 
PresidentElect@neha.org

First Vice-President—Sandra Long, 
REHS, RS, Environmental Health 
Manager, Town of Addison, TX. 
slong@addisontx.gov

Second Vice-President—Roy Kroeger, 
REHS, Environmental Health Supervisor, 
Cheyenne/Laramie County Health 
Department, Cheyenne, WY. 
roykehs@laramiecounty.com

Immediate Past-President—Adam 
London, MPA, RS, Health Officer,  
Kent County Health Department,  
Grand Rapids, MI. 
adamelondon@gmail.com

NEHA Executive Director—David 
Dyjack, DrPH, CIH, (nonvoting 
ex-officio member of the board of 
directors), Denver, CO.  
ddyjack@neha.org

Regional Vice-Presidents

Region 1—Matthew Reighter, MPH, 
REHS, CP-FS, Retail Quality Assurance 
Manager, Starbucks Coffee Company, 
Seattle, WA. 
mreighte@starbucks.com 
Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. 
Term expires 2020.

Region 2—Jacqueline Reszetar, MS, 
REHS, Henderson, NV. 
Region2RVP@neha.org 
Arizona, California, Hawaii, and Nevada. 
Term expires 2021.

Region 3: Rachelle Blackham, 
MPH, LEHS, Environmental Health 
Deputy Director, Davis County Health 
Department, Clearfield, UT. 
Region3RVP@neha.org 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, 
and members residing outside of the 

U.S. (except members of the U.S. armed 
forces). Term expires 2021

Region 4—Kim Carlton, MPH, REHS/
RS, CFOI, Environmental Health 
Supervisor, Minnesota Department  
of Health, St. Paul, MN. 
Region4RVP@neha.org 
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. 
Term expires 2019.

Region 5—Tom Vyles, REHS/RS, CP-FS, 
Environmental Health Manager, Town of 
Flower Mound, TX. 
Region5RVP@neha.org 
Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, 
New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. Term 
expires 2020. 

Region 6—Lynne Madison, RS, 
Environmental Health Division Director, 
Retired, L’Anse, MI. 
Region6RVP@neha.org 
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan,  
and Ohio. Term expires 2019.

Region 7—Tim Hatch, MPA, REHS, 
Deputy Director and Director of Logistics 
and Environmental Programs, Alabama 
Department of Public Health, Center for 
Emergency Preparedness, Montgomery, AL. 
Region7RVP@neha.org 
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Tennessee. Term expires 2020.

Region 8—LCDR James Speckhart, MS, 
USPHS, Health and Safety Officer, FDA, 
CDRH-Health and Safety Office, Silver 
Spring, MD.  
Region8RVP@neha.org 
Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, 
Virginia, Washington, DC, West Virginia, 
and members of the U.S. armed forces 
residing outside of the U.S. Term expires 
2021.

Region 9—Larry Ramdin, REHS, CP-FS, 
HHS, Director of Public Health, 
Watertown Health Department, 
Watertown, MA. 
Region9RVP@neha.org 
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode 
Island, and Vermont. Term expires 2019.

Affiliate Presidents

Alabama—Camilla English, 
Environmental Supervisor, Baldwin 
and Escambia County Health Depts., 
Robertsdale/Brewton, AL. 
camilla.english@adph.state.al.us

Alaska—Lief Albertson, University of 
Alaska Fairbanks Cooperative Extension 
Service, Bethel, AK. 
liefalbertson@gmail.com

Arizona—Cheri Dale, MEPM, RS/REHS, 
Planner, Maricopa County Air Quality, 
Phoenix, AZ. 
cheridale@mail.maricopa.gov

Arkansas—Richard Taffner, RS. 
richard.taffner@arkansas.gov

Business and Industry—Traci 
Slowinski, REHS, CP-FS, Dallas, TX. 
nehabia@outlook.com

California—Jahniah McGill, Vallejo, CA. 
president@ceha.org

Colorado—Ben Metcalf, Tri-County 
Health Department, Greenwood  
Village, CO. 
bmetcalf@tchd.org

Connecticut—Jessica Fletcher, RS, REHS, 
Environmental Health Specialist, Mohegan 
Tribal Health Dept., Uncasville, CT. 
jfletcher@moheganmail.com

Florida—Latoya Backus, Largo, FL 
latoya.backus@gmail.com

Georgia—Jessica Badour. 
jessica.badour@agr.georgia.gov

Idaho—Sherise Jurries, Environmental 
Health Specialist Sr., Public Health–Idaho 
North Central District, Lewiston, ID. 
sjurries@phd2.idaho.gov

Illinois—David Banaszynski, 
Environmental Health Officer,  
Hoffman Estates, IL. 
davidb@hoffmanestates.org

Indiana—JoAnn Xiong-Mercado, 
Marion County Public Health Dept., 
Indianapolis, IN. 
jxiong@marionhealth.org

Iowa—Don Simmons, Laboratory 
Manager, State Hygienic Laboratory, 
Ankeny, IA. 
donald-simmons@uiowa.edu

Jamaica—Rowan Stephens,  
St. Catherine, Jamaica. 
info@japhi.org.jm

Kansas—Robert Torres, Pratt County 
Environmental Services, Pratt, KS. 
rtorres@prattcounty.org

Kentucky—Gene Thomas, WEDCO 
District Health Dept., Cynthiana, KY. 
williame.thomas@ky.gov

Massachusetts—Robin Williams, 
REHS/RS, Framingham Dept. of Public 
Health, Marlborough, MA. 
robinliz2008@gmail.com

Michigan—Brian Cecil, BTC Consulting. 
bcecil@meha.net

Minnesota—Caleb Johnson, Planner 
Principal, Minnesota Dept. of Health, St. 
Paul, MN. 
caleb.johnson@state.mn.us

Missouri—Brian Keller. 
briank@casscounty.com

Montana—Dustin Schreiner.

National Capital Area—Kristen Pybus, 
MPA, REHS/RS, CP-FS, Fairfax County 
Health Dept., VA. 
NCAEHA.President@gmail.com

Nebraska—Sue Dempsey, MS, CPH, 
Administrator, Nebraska Dept. of Health 
and Human Services, Lincoln, NE. 
sue.dempsey@nebraska.gov

Nevada—Anna Vickrey. 
avickrey@agri.nv.gov

New Jersey—Lynette Medeiros, 
Hoboken Health Dept., Hoboken, NJ. 
president@njeha.org

New Mexico—Cecelia Garcia, MS, 
CP-FS,  Environmental Health Specialist, 
City of Albuquerque Environmental 
Health Dept., Albuquerque, NM. 
cgarcia@cabq.gov

North Carolina—Nicole Thomas. 
nthomas@moorecountync.gov

North Dakota—Grant Larson, Fargo 
Cass Public Health, Fargo, ND. 
glarson@cityoffargo.com 

Northern New England Environmental 
Health Association—Brian Lockard, 
Health Officer, Town of Salem Health 
Dept., Salem, NH. 
blockard@ci.salem.nh.us

Ohio—Carrie Yeager, RS, Warren 
County Combined Health District, 
Lebanon, OH. 
cyeager@wcchd.com

Oregon—Sarah Puls, Lane County 
Environmental Health, Eugene, OR. 
sarah.puls@co.lane.or.us

Past Presidents—David E. Riggs, MS, 
REHS/RS, Longview, WA. 
davidriggs@comcast.net

Rhode Island—Dottie LeBeau, CP-FS, 
Food Safety Consultant and Educator, 

The board of directors includes 
NEHA’s nationally elected offi-
cers and regional vice-presidents. 
Affiliate presidents (or appointed 
representatives) comprise the Affili-
ate Presidents Council. Technical 
advisors, the executive director, and 
all past presidents of the association 
are ex-officio council members. This 
list is current as of press time.

David Dyjack,  
DrPH, CIH

Executive Director

Larry Ramdin,  
REHS, CP-FS, HHS

Region 9 Vice-President

updated from 5.19
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Dottie LeBeau Group, Hope, RI. 
deejaylebeau@verizon.net

South Carolina—Melissa Tyler, 
Environmental Health Manager II, 
SCDHEC, Cope, SC. 
tylermb@dhec.sc.gov

Tennessee—Kimberly Davidson, 
Chattanooga, TN. 
kimberly.davidson@tn.gov

Texas—Leisha Kidd-Brooks. 

Uniformed Services—MAJ Sean 
Beeman, MPH, REHS, CPH,  
Colorado Springs, CO. 
sean.p.beeman.mil@mail.mil

Utah—Nancy Davis, Salt Lake County, NV. 
ndavis@slco.org

Virginia—Sandy Stoneman, Food Safety 
Extension Agent, Virginia Cooperative 
Extension, Wytheville, VA. 
sandra.stoneman@virginiaeha.org

Washington—Mike Young, Snohomish 
Health District, Everett, WA. 
myoung@shohd.org

West Virginia—David Whittaker. 
david.g.whittaker@wv.gov

Wisconsin—Mitchell Lohr, Dept. 
of Agriculture, Trade, and Consumer 
Protection, Sauk City, WI. 
mitchell.lohr@wisconsin.gov

Wyoming—Stephanie Styvar,  
State of Wyoming Dept. of Agriculture, 
Riverton, WY. 
stephanie.styvar@wyo.gov

Technical Advisors

Air Quality—David Gilkey, PhD, 
Montana Tech University. 
dgilkey@mtech.edu

Aquatic Health/Recreational Health—
Tracynda Davis, MPH, Davis Strategic 
Consulting, LLC. 
tracynda@yahoo.com

Aquatic Health/Recreational Health— 
CDR Jasen Kunz, MPH, REHS, USPHS, 
CDC/NCEH. 
izk0@cdc.gov

Cannabis—Cindy Rice, MSPH, RS, 
CP-FS, CEHT, Eastern Food Safety. 
cindy@easternfoodsafety.com

Children’s Environmental Health—
Cynthia McOliver, MPH, PhD, U.S EPA. 
mcoliver.cynthia@epa.gov

Climate Change—Richard Valentine, 
Salt Lake County Health Dept. 
rvalentine@slco.org

Drinking Water—Craig Gilbertson, 
Minnesota Dept. of Health. 
craig.gilbertson@state.mn.us

Emergency Preparedness and 
Response—Marcy Barnett, MA, 

MS, REHS, California Dept. 
of Public Health, Center for 
Environmental Health. 
marcy.barnett@cdph.ca.gov

Emergency Preparedness and 
Response—Martin A. Kalis, CDC. 
mkalis@cdc.gov

Emerging General Environmental 
Health—Tara Gurge, Needham 
Health Dept. 
tgurge@needhamma.gov

Food (including Safety and 
Defense)—Eric Bradley, MPH, 
REHS, CP-FS, DAAS, Scott 
County Health Dept. 
eric.bradley@scottcountyiowa.com

Food (including Safety and 
Defense)—John Marcello, CP-FS, 
REHS, FDA. 
john.marcello@fda.hhs.gov

Food and Emergencies—Michele 
DiMaggio, REHS, Contra Costa 
Environmental Health. 
mdimaggi69@gmail.com

General Environmental Health—
Timothy Murphy, PhD, REHS/RS, 
DAAS, The University of Findlay. 
murphy@findlay.edu

Global Environmental Health—
Crispin Pierce, PhD, University of 
Wisconsin–Eau Claire. 
piercech@uwec.edu

Global Environmental Health—
Sylvanus Thompson, PhD, 
CPHI(C), Toronto Public Health. 
sthomps@toronto.ca

Government Representative—
Timothy Callahan, Georgia Dept. 
of Public Health. 
tim.callahan@dph.ga.gov

Industry—Nicole Grisham, 
University of Colorado. 
nicole.grisham@colorado.edu

Information and Technology—
Darryl Booth, MPA, Accela. 
dbooth@accela.com

Injury Prevention—Alan 
Dellapenna, RS, North Carolina 
Division of Public Health. 
alan.dellapenna@dhhs.nc.gov

Institutions—Robert W. Powitz, 
MPH, PhD, RS, CP-FS, R.W. 
Powitz & Associates, PC. 
powitz@sanitarian.com

Land Use Planning and Design/
Built Environment—Kari 
Sasportas, MSW, MPH, REHS/RS, 
Town of Lexington. 
ksasportas@lexingtonma.gov

Land Use Planning and Design/
Built Environments—Robert 
Washam, MPH, RS. 
b_washam@hotmail.com

Leadership—Robert Custard, 
REHS, CP-FS, Environmental 
Health Leadership Partners, LLC. 
bobcustard@comcast.net

Onsite Wastewater—Sara 
Simmonds, MPA, REHS, Kent 
County Health Dept. 
sara.simmonds@kentcountymi.gov

Premise Plumbing—Andrew 
Pappas, MPH, Indiana State Dept. 
of Health. 
APappas@isdh.IN.gov

Radiation/Radon—Robert Uhrik, 
South Brunswick Township  
Health Dept. 
ruhrik@sbtnj.net

Uniformed Services—Welford 
Roberts, MS, PhD, RS, REHS, 
DAAS, Edaptive Computing, Inc.  
welford@erols.com

Vector Control/Zoonotic Diseases—
Mark Beavers, MS, PhD,  
Rollins, Inc. 
gbeavers@rollins.com

Vector Control/Zoonotic Diseases—
Christine Vanover, MPH, REHS, CDC 
NCEH/ATSDR. 
npi8@cdc.gov 

Vector Control/Zoonotic Diseases—
Tyler Zerwekh, MPH, DrPH, REHS, 
Shelby County Health Dept. 
tyler.zerwekh@shelbycountytn.gov

Water Quality—Maureen Pepper, 
Idaho Dept. of Environmental Quality. 
maureen.pepper@deq.idaho.gov

Women’s Issues—Michéle Samarya-
Timm, MA, HO, MCHES, REHS, 
DLAAS, Somerset County Dept. of Health. 
samaryatimm@co.somerset.nj.us

NEHA Staff:  
(303) 756-9090

Seth Arends, Graphic Designer, NEHA 
Entrepreneurial Zone (EZ), ext. 318, 
sarends@neha.org 

Jonna Ashley, Association Membership 
Manager, ext. 336, jashley@neha.org

Rance Baker, Director, NEHA EZ, ext. 
306, rbaker@neha.org

Trisha Bramwell, Sales and Training 
Support, NEHA EZ, ext. 340, 
tbramwell@neha.org

Natalie Brown, Project Coordinator, 
Program and Partnership Development 
(PPD), nbrown@neha.org

Kaylan Celestin, Public Health 
Associate, ext. 320, kcelestin@neha.org

Renee Clark, Accounting Manager, ext. 
343, rclark@neha.org

Lindsi Darnell, Executive Assistant, ext. 
347, ldarnell@neha.org

Natasha DeJarnett, Research 
Coordinator, PPD, ndejarnett@neha.org 

Kristie Denbrock, Chief Learning 
Officer, ext. 313, kdenbrock@neha.org

Roseann DeVito, Project Manager, ext. 
333, rdevito@neha.org

Joyce Dieterly, Evaluation Coordinator, 
PPD, ext. 335, jdieterly@neha.org

David Dyjack, Executive Director, ext. 301, 
ddyjack@neha.org

Santiago Ezcurra, Media Production 
Specialist, NEHA EZ, ext. 342,  
sezcurra@neha.org

Soni Fink, Sales Manager, ext. 314, 
sfink@neha.org

Sarah Hoover, Credentialing Manager, 
ext. 328, shoover@neha.org

Arwa Hurley, Website and Digital Media 
Manager, ext. 327, ahurley@neha.org

Ayana Jones, Project Coordinator, PPD, 
ajones@neha.org

Elizabeth Landeen, Associate Director, 
PPD, elandeen@neha.org

Angelica Ledezma, AEC Manager,  
ext. 302, aledezma@neha.org

Matt Lieber, Database Administrator, 
ext. 325, mlieber@ne ha.org

Bobby Medina, Credentialing Dept. 
Customer Service Coordinator, ext. 310, 
bmedina@neha.org

Marissa Mills, Human Resources 
Manager, ext. 304, mmills@neha.org

Alexus Nally, Member Services 
Representative, ext. 300, atnally@neha.org

Eileen Neison, Credentialing Specialist, 
ext. 339, eneison@neha.org

Carol Newlin, Credentialing Specialist, 
ext. 337, cnewlin@neha.org

Christine Ortiz Gumina, Project 
Coordinator, PPD, cortizgumina@neha.org

Barry Porter, Financial Coordinator, 
ext. 308, bporter@neha.org

Kristen Ruby-Cisneros, Managing 
Editor, Journal of Environmental Health, 
ext. 341, kruby@neha.org

Allison Schneider, CDC Public Health 
Associate, PPD, ext. 307,  
aschneider@neha.org

Robert Stefanski, Marketing and 
Communications Manager, ext. 344, 
rstefanski@neha.org

Reem Tariq, Project Coordinator, PPD, 
ext. 319, rtariq@neha.org

Christl Tate, Training Logistics 
Manager, NEHA EZ, ext. 305, ctate@
neha.org 

Sharon Unkart, Associate Director, 
NEHA EZ, ext. 317, sdunkart@neha.org

Gail Vail, Director, Finance, ext. 309, 
gvail@neha.org

Sandra Whitehead, Director, PPD, 
swhitehead@neha.org

Nicholas “Cole” Wilson, Administrative 
Support Specialist, EZ, ext. 311, 
nwilson@neha.org

Joanne Zurcher, Director, Government 
Affairs, jzurcher@neha.org 
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83rd ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
Nashville, Tennessee     July 9 - July 12

Learn how the local voices of agencies, industries, and levels of 
government provide unique perspectives on current environmental 

health topics and how they fit into the universal language of 
environmental health to combat today’s emerging issues.

REGISTER TODAY
NEHA.ORG/AEC/REGISTER

HOTEL RESERVATIONS
Book your hotel accommodations today.
NEHA.ORG/AEC/HOTEL

SPECIAL EVENTS
Register for our special networking events,
even if you’ve already registered for the AEC.
NEHA.ORG/AEC/EVENTS

FULL SESSION AGENDA AVAILABLE ONLINE
Begin planning your conference experience
with the online interactive agenda.
NEHA.ORG/AEC/SESSIONS

EXPLORE NASHVILLE
Check out everything Nashville has to offer.
VISITMUSICCITY.COM

SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
Sunday, July 7–Tuesday, July 9

Preconference Review Courses, 
Workshops, and Training

Tuesday, July 9
The Conference Begins: Day 1

Keynote Address
Exhibition Grand Opening
Credential Exams

Wednesday, July 10
REHS/RS Credential Exam

Conference: Day 2
Grand Session Kickoff
Concurrent Educational Sessions
Exhibition
General Jackson Showboat Event

Thursday, July 11
Conference: Day 3

Breakfast & Town Hall Assembly
(Sponsored by the National 
Restaurant Association)
Concurrent Educational Sessions
Awards Ceremony
Grand Ole Opry House UL Event

Friday, July 12
Conference: Day 4

Concurrent Educational Sessions
Closing Session

Schedule and times are subject 
to change. View full schedule, 
workshops, and times at
neha.org/aec/schedule.

Registered Environmental Health Specialist/Registered Sanitarian
(REHS/RS) Credential Review Course 

Certified in Comprehensive Food Safety (CCFS) Credential Review Course

Certified Professional-Food Safety (CP-FS) Credential Review Course

July 7–9

July 7–8

July 7–8

Food Safety Auditor (FSA) Training July 7–8

Instructional Skills Training (IST) July 7–8

Survival Skills for Environmental Health Leaders July 8

Affiliate Leadership Workshop July 8

NEHA and Climate for Health Ambassador Training

*Only qualified applicants are able to sit for an exam.
A separate application is required for each exam. Application deadline was May 28, 2019.

July 9

FDA National Retail Food Regulatory Program Standards
Self-Assessment and Verification Audit Workshop July 7–9

CCFS, CP-FS, CFSSA, CFOI July 8

REHS/RS July 9

Review Courses and Trainings Date

Credential Exams*

Workshops
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 NEHA 2019 General Election Results
By Angelica Ledezma (aledezma@neha.org)

Elections are a critical part of the democratic process and are one
way to provide members a voice in the running of their organiza-
tion. NEHA voting members have an opportunity to vote for can-
didates of contested board of director and regional vice-president
(RVP) positions, as well as cast votes regarding proposed Articles
of Incorporation and Bylaws changes. National offi cers of NEHA’s
board of directors serve a 1-year term in each offi cer position (sec-
ond vice-president, fi rst vice-president, president-elect, president,
and immediate past-president) for a total of 5 years. Regional vice-
presidents serve 3-year terms.

Eligible voters were encouraged to vote during the month of
March. The deadline to vote was April 1, 2019. The following are
results from the 2019 general election.

Second Vice-President
There were two qualifi ed candidates for the second vice-president
position: D. Gary Brown, DrPH, CIH, RS, DAAS and Shelly Wall-
ingford, MS, REHS. All eligible NEHA members were asked to vote
for the position of second vice-president and Brown received the
majority of votes. Both candidate profi les were published in the
March 2019 Journal of Environmental Health and on NEHA’s web-
site. Brown will assume the second vice-president position at the
close of the NEHA 2019 Annual Educational Conference (AEC) &
Exhibition in Nashville, Tennessee, in July 2019.

Regional Vice-Presidents
NEHA’s membership is broken down into nine regions that repre-
sent U.S. geographic areas, as well as members in the U.S. military
and abroad. The terms of three RVP positions expire in 2019—

Region 4: Kim Carlton; Region 6: Lynne Madison; and Region 9: 
Larry Ramdin.

Regions 4 and 9 had one eligible candidate and did not appear 
on the election ballot. Each of these candidates will automatically 
assume their RVP roles at the 2019 AEC in July. There were three 
candidates for Region 6: Nichole (Niki) D. Lemin, MS, RS/REHS, 
MEP; Jason W. Marion, MSB, MSPH, PhD; and Jason Ravenscroft, 
MPH, REHS. NEHA members residing in Region 6 were able to 
vote for the candidates via the election ballot and Lemin received 
the majority of votes.

The unopposed and elected individuals will assume their posi-
tions at the close of the 2019 AEC and their terms will expire in 
2022. All candidate profi les were published in the March 2019 
Journal of Environmental Health and on NEHA’s website. The new 
(and returning) RVPs are as follows:
• Region 4: Kim Carlton, MPH, REHS, CFOI, Minnesota (Region 

4 includes Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, and Wisconsin);

• Region 6: Niki Lemin, MS, RS/REHS, MEP, Ohio (Region 6 
includes Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, and Ohio); and

• Region 9: Larry Ramdin, REHS, CP-FS, HHS, Massachusetts 
(Region 9 includes Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont).
A listing of current NEHA national offi cers and RVPs, along 

with state breakdowns for each region, can be found on page 55. 
More information about NEHA’s governance, including its Articles 
of Incorporation and Bylaws, the election process, and associated 
deadlines, can be found at www.neha.org/about-neha/governance.

Thank you to all members who participated in this year’s 
election! 

Employers increasingly require a professional 
credential to verify that you are qualifi ed and trained to 
perform your job duties. Credentials improve the visibility 
and credibility of our profession and they can result in 
raises or promotions for the holder. For 80 years, NEHA 
has fostered dedication, competency, and capability 
through professional credentialing. We provide a path 
to those who want to challenge themselves and keep 
learning every day. Earning a credential is a personal 
commitment to excellence and achievement. 

Learn more at
neha.org/professional-development/credentials.

A credential today can improve all your tomorrows.
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FOOD HANDLER 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

Updated to the 2017 FDA Food Code

Textbook or self-paced online learning versions

ANSI accredited
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Updated to the 2017 FDA Food Code

NEHA PROFESSIONAL
FOOD MANAGER 6TH EDITION

◆ Edited for clarity, improved learning, and retention

◆ Content aligns with American Culinary Federation 
   Education Foundation competencies

◆ Prepares candidates for CFP-approved food manager 
   exams (e.g., Prometric, National Registry, ServSafe, etc.)

◆ Discounts for bulk orders and NEHA Food Safety Instructors

Professional Food Manager Online Course is also available
To order books or find out more about becoming a NEHA food safety 
instructor, call 303.802.2166 or visit neha.org
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DirecTalk 
continued from page 62

Center for Environmental Health, will be 
presenting multiple sessions within the 
Food Safety and Water tracks. Dr. Patrick 
Breysse, director of the National Center for 
Environmental Health/Agency for Toxic 
Substances and Disease Registry will moder-
ate a panel session titled “How State Level 
Policy Can Address Emerging Environmen-
tal Health Issues.” 

Attendees will not only gain valuable 
knowledge from attending the sessions, they 
will be able to earn continuing education 
credits toward their NEHA credentials. The 
preconference offerings, July 7–9, include 
NEHA credential review courses; food safety 
auditor, instructional skills, and Climate 
for Health ambassador trainings; creden-
tial exams; and workshops covering affiliate 
leadership, food safety, and leadership sur-
vival skills. For a complete listing of  precon-
ference offerings, visit www.neha.org/aec/
preconference.

To support the lifecycle of the environ-
mental health professional, we are offering 
multiple registration options. Environmental 
health students and young professionals can 
take advantage of a discounted registration 
rate and a 1-year NEHA membership with 

registration. The Poster Session is also a great 
place for students and young professionals to 
display their research, interests, and areas of 
study. For additional information, visit www.
neha.org/students. Retirees can also benefit 
from a discounted registration rate and sin-
gle-day registration options are available. To 
register for the conference and learn more, 
visit www.neha.org/aec/register.

After all that learning, we have planned a 
couple of spectacular evening social events 
to allow you to unwind, network, and catch 
up with your peers. On Wednesday, July 10 
(included with your full conference registra-
tion), we will cruise down the Cumberland 
River on the General Jackson Showboat 
where the evening will be filled with local 
Nashville flavors, music, and dancing.

Sponsored by Underwriters Laboratories 
on Thursday, July 11, is the don’t want to 
miss Grand Ole Opry House UL Event. This 
evening will feature a dinner reception on the 
stage of the Grand Ole Opry where so many 
of your favorite singers have performed, as 
well as an exclusive backstage tour. Tickets 
have been selling fast and space it limited. 
While still available, tickets can be purchased 
for $75 at www.neha.org/aec/events.

I would be remiss if I forgot to mention 
the Exhibition Grand Opening following the 
Keynote Address on Tuesday, July 9. Attend-
ees can enjoy a beverage and reception fair 
while strolling through the aisles and social-
izing with companies and organizations 
showcasing products and services that sup-
port them and their careers. 

We at NEHA are proud to serve you in 
our 83rd year of offering continuing educa-
tion for the environmental health profession 
through our annual conferences. We are also 
proud to offer fun social activities that grant 
you the opportunity to network, share your 
expertise, and connect with old friends while 
making new ones who share your desire and 
passion in ensuring and building a healthy 
and safe environment for all.

Visit www.neha.org/aec for all the details 
about this amazing conference. We look for-
ward to seeing you in Nashville and thank 
you for your support. 

The Nashville cityscape at dusk. Known as Music City, Nashville offers a wide variety of inspiring 
things to do—from music, culture, and the arts to food, sports, and shopping. Photo courtesy of the 
Nashville Convention and Visitors Corporation.

While on a site visit of Nashville, National 
Environmental Health Association staff and 
conference planners take the stage at the Grand 
Ole Opry, which was selected as the location of 
the UL Event. Photo courtesy of David Dyjack.
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Y O U R  ASSOCIATION

P lanning, creating, and delivering the 
educational content for the National 
Environmental Health Association 

(NEHA) Annual Educational Conference 
(AEC) & Exhibition is a team effort led in 
large measure by our Chief Learning Offi cer 
Kristie Denbrock. She is the personifi cation of 
a modern-day alchemist, transforming seem-
ingly mundane content into educational gold. 
This effort is not trivial as the shearing forces 
associated with schedules, room sizes, and 
increasingly expensive technology and social 
programs make this enterprise daunting. Giv-
en this background, it brings me great pleasure 
to give Kristie an opportunity to provide an 
overview of the fruits of her labor—the NEHA 
2019 AEC. The charming location, scientifi c 
relevance, and presence of infl uencers with 
regional, national, and international perspec-
tives catalyze to create an amalgam that prom-
ises to deliver an exceptional experience.

Local Voices, Universal Language
Kristie Denbrock, MPA

Whether you serve your constituents locally, 
statewide, nationally, or internationally, the 
NEHA 2019 AEC taking place July 9–12 in 
Nashville, Tennessee, has offerings that are 
tailored to you and your profession by speak-
ing with Local Voices that make up a Univer-
sal Language.

Local Voices, Universal Language is the 
theme for this year’s conference being held 
at the amazing Gaylord Opryland Resort & 
Conference Center. After the success of the 
2018 AEC in Anaheim, California, it became 
apparent that issues taking priority on a local 
level are in the same arena on a global scale. 
Natural disaster relief is a prime example 
and will be featured in a discussion of distin-
guished panelists moderated by Dr. Dyjack. 

We are pleased to announce our three fea-
tured speakers:
• Robert Kadlec, MS, MTM&H, MD, Assistant 

Secretary for Preparedness and Response at 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services, will present the Keynote Address, 
“Creating a Voice to Protect the Nation From 
21st Century Health Security Threats.”

• Anne Godfrey, CCMI FCIM, chief execu-
tive of the Chartered Institute of Environ-
mental Health, will deliver the Grand Ses-
sion Kickoff, “A Profession United? The 
Evolution of Environmental Health,” with 
an international perspective.

• Grayson C. Brown, PhD, executive director 
of Puerto Rico Vector Control will provide 
the Closing Session, “New Threats, New 
Techniques, New Strategies: The Changing 
Face of Vector Management.”
More information on our featured speakers 

can be found at www.neha.org/aec/speakers.
These three plenary sessions help set the 

tone of bringing local and international issues 
into focus. With approximately 200 educa-
tional offerings, attendees will have a multitude 
of environmental health topics and issues to 
choose from, including emerging issues such as
• Fentanyl Contamination, Exposure, Detec-

tion, Risk, and Decontamination;
• Cannabis and Food Safety: The Latest 

News and Emerging Issues;
• NEHA LeadHERship sessions;
• Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances 

(PFAS)—Opportunities and Challenges; 
and

• Food Freedom vs. Food Safety: AB 626, 
California’s Newest Law.
To view the full 2019 AEC agenda, visit 

www.neha.org/aec/sessions.
Conference cosponsors, the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention’s National 

David Dyjack, DrPH, CIH

Tuned Into Nashville

 DirecTalk M U S I N G S  F R O M  T H E  1 0 T H  F L O O R

continued on page 60

The NEHA 2019 
AEC has offerings 
that are tailored 
to you and your 

profession by 
speaking with Local 

Voices that make 
up a Universal 

Language.

2 photos

ddyjack@neha.org
Twitter: @DTDyjack
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Heading to the NEHA 2019 AEC?
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